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THE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
THE ARRANGEMENTS
As

the completion of the

of the Seminary’s service to

proached, preparations began to be

an

appropriate

Executive Committee

hundred years
the Church ap-

first

commemoration of
In the autumn of

made
its

for
cen-

work.
1908, the
Faculty presented a memorial to the Board of
Directors, suggesting the appointment of a
joint committee of three members each of the
Board of Directors, the Board of Trustees and
tury’s

the Faculty, to take the matter in hand.

A

committee was accordingly formed, consisting
on the part of the Directors of President E.
D. Warfield, the Rev. Dr. J. Ross Stevenson,
and the Hon. William M. Lanning; on the
part of the Trustees, of the Rev. Drs. John
Dixon, ’73, and David Magie, and William P.
Stevenson, Esq., and on the part of the Faculty of President F. L. Patton, ’65, and the
Rev. Drs. B. B. Warfield, ’76, and William
Brenton Greene, Jr., ’80.
Power was given
this committee to add to its members and it
ultimately consisted of the

men

following gentle-

President F. L. Patton,

’65, Rev. Dr.
Alexander, ’70, Rev. Dr. Maitland
Alexander, ’92, R. M. Anderson, Esq., Rev.
Prof. William P. Armstrong, ’97, Rev. Sylvester W. Beach, ’80, Silas B. Brownell, Esq.,
Rev. Dr. John Dixon, ’73, Rev. J. H. Dulles,
’77, Rev. Dr. John Fox, ’76, Rev. Dr. William
Brenton Greene, Jr., ’80, Rev. Dr. C. Wistar
Hodge, ’01, E. Francis Hyde, Esq., Rev. C. A.
R. Janvier, ’84, Rev. Dr. John B. Laird, ’95,
Hon. W. M. Lanning, Rev. Dr. W. L. McEwan, ’85, Prof. Kerr D. Macmillan, ’97, Prof.
Wm. F. Magie, Charles H. Mathews, Esq., H.
:

George

S.

Prentiss Nichols, Esq., E. H. Perkins, Esq.,

Rev. Dr. William

Henry Roberts,

’73,

Rev. Dr.

:

John B. Laird,
Hon. William M. Lanning, Rev. Dr. B. B.

Warfield, President E. D. Warfield.
Sub-Committee of the Executive Committee
Rev.
Rev. Dr. B. B. Warfield, Chairman
Sylvester W. Beach, President F. L. Patton.
Rev. SylvesCommittee on Entertainment
R. M. Anderson,
ter W. Beach, Chairman
Esq., Rev. Prof. William P. Armstrong, Prof.
Kerr D. Macmillan, Prof. William F. Magie.
Rev. J. H. Dulles,
Committee on Invitation
Chairman Rev. Dr. William Brenton Greene,
Jr., Rev. Dr. C. Wistar Hodge, Rev. Dr. W.
L. McEwan, Rev. Dr. William Henry Roberts.
Committee on Programme: Rev. Dr. B. B.
Warfield, Chairman; Rev. Dr. Maitland AlexRev. Dr. John Fox, Charles H.
ander,
Mathews, Esq., President F. L. Patton.
Prof. Kerr
Committee on Arrangements
D. Macmillan, Chairman; Rev. J. H. Dulles,
(Mr. William Blake
Prof. William F. Magie,
Hindman, ’13, acted as head usher under the
direction of the Committee).
Rev. Prof. William
Committee on Music
Rev. J. H.
P. Armstrong, ’97, Chairman
(C. MelDulles, Prof. Kerr D. Macmillan.
ville Ashton, Esq., acted as organist and Mr.
Reuben Archer Torrey, Jr., ’13, was in charge
of the choir, under the direction of the Com:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

;

mittee).

Committee from the Faculty on the volume
Presiof Biblical and Theological Studies:
dent F. L. Patton, Chairman Rev. Dr. B. B.
Warfield, Rev. Dr. J. D. Davis, ’83.
Committee on Publication of the CommemoRev. Dr. B. B. Warfield,
ration Volume:
Chairman Rev. Prof. William P. Armstrong,
Rev. Harold Me A. Robinson, ’04.
The Executive Officer of the General Committee and of all its subordinate committees
;

;

the Rev. Harold
Secretary.

was

This
of the

is

McA. Robinson,

not the place to give a

the Centennial Committee.

Committee was carried on through an
Executive Committee of six members with its
sub-committee of three, and a number of

their relation to their

tennial

specific

committees, as follows

full

’04,

its

account

work undertaken or accomplished by

Ross Stevenson, William P. Stevenson, Esq.,
Rev. Dr. B. B. Warfield, ’76, and President E.
D. Warfield.
The work of the general Cen-

J.

President F. L. PatW. Beach, Silas

ton, Chairman ; Rev. Sylvester
B. Brownell, Esq., Rev. Dr.

in passing that

Let

much was done

it

only be said

to quicken in

Alumni a keener sense of the closeness of
Alma Mater; that there
was given to the Alumni and the friends of the
Seminary an opportunity to contribute to its
endowment, which was generously embraced
the
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by many; and that a volume of Biblical and
Theological Studies by the members of the
Faculty was published as part of the Cen-

The

commemoration.

tennial

object

the

of

only to give to the Alumni in
general some account of the celebration itself,
present article

with

its

Due

is

essential

accompaniments.

intimation of the desire of the Semi-

nary to celebrate its centennial was made to
the General Assembly of 1911 (Minutes of
the General Assembly for 1911, p. 186), and at
the opening of the Centennial Session, the
autumn of 1911, an announcement was sent to
all the Synods and Presbyteries of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A.
Later an announcement of the proposed celebration and an invitation to appoint delegates
to it was sent to the administrative Boards of
the Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America, and to a number of institutions
of learning. The institutions to which this an-

nouncement and

invitation

was sent included

theological seminaries in the United States

all

serving churches
selves

“who

Christians”,

all

profess and call themtheological

schools

in

mission lands in connection with evangelical

churches in the U.

S.,

a large

eign theological faculties, and

number of
all

for-

universities

and colleges, ten or more of the graduates of
which have pursued theological courses in
Princeton Seminary. Still further, there was
sent out a personal invitation to all the Alumni
of the Seminary, to the presiding officers of all
the evangelical Churches in the United States,

and of the Presbyterian Churches in Great
Britain, and to a number of distinguished individuals.

The response

to these several an-

nouncements and invitations was very general.
The Centennial Committee also endeavored
to assist the secretaries of the various classes

arranging

in

for

reunions during the

Cele-

bration.

THE ATTENDANCE
response to the invitation extended to
ecclesiastical bodies and the heads of evangeliIn

home and abroad, the followwere present
The Committee
appointed by the General Assembly; Rt. Rev.
Alexander Stewart, D.D., Moderator of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland,
Rt. Rev. James Wells, D.D., Moderator of the
General Assembly of the United Free Church
of Scotland, Rev. John R. Mackay, M.A., representing Rt. Rev. Duncan Mackenzie, D.D.,
cal

churches at

ing delegates

:

Moderator of the Synod of the Free PresbyChurch of Scotland, Principal James D.
McCulloch, D.D., representing Rt. Rev. Wm.
M. Alexander, M.A., B.D., Moderator of the
General Assembly of the Free Church of
Scotland, Rt. Rev. John Macmillan, D.D., ’78,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in Ireland, Rev. Robert
P. Mackay, D.D., Moderator of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, Rev. David R. Mitchell, ’02, delegate from
the Synod of Ballymena and Coleraine of the
Presbyterian Church in Ireland, Rev. John F.
Carson, D.D., LL.D., Moderator of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the
U. S. A., Rev. Russell Cecil, D.D., ’78, Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S., Rev. John C.
Scouller, D.D., Moderator of the General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church of
North America, Rev. James I. Good, D.D.,
LL.D., President of the General Synod of the
Reformed Church in the U. S., Rev. Nehemiah
Boynton, D.D., Moderator of the National
terian

Council of Congregational Churches, Rev.
Junius B. Remensynder, D.D., LL.D., President of the General Synod of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in the U. S. A., Rev. Peter
Ainslee, D.D., Chairman of the Christian

Union Commission of the

Disciples of Christ,

Rev. T. F. Bode, D.D., representing Rev.
Pister, D.D., President of the

J.

German Evan-

Synod of North America, Bishop
Robert F. Rudolph, A.M., D.D., ’94., representing Rt. Rev. Samuel Fallows, D.D., LL.D.,
President of the General Council of the Reformed Episcopal Church a Committee from
the Synod of New Jersey, a Committee from
the Synod of Pennsylvania, a Committee from

gelical

;

the Synod of Baltimore, a Committee from the
Synod of West Virginia, a Committee from the
Presbytery of New Brunswick, a Committee
from the Presbytery of Philadelphia, a Committee from the Presbytery of Newton, and a
Committee from the Presbytery of Rochester.
There were also present representatives of
the following Boards of the Presbyterian
The Board of Home
Church in the U. S. A.
Missions, the Board of Foreign Missions, the
Board of Education, the Board of Publication
and Sabbath School Work, the Board of the
Church Erection Fund, the Board of Relief,
:

the College Board.

In response to the Seminary’s invitation the

following

foreign

theological

faculties

sent

;;
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delegates

:

The Faculty of

University of Aberdeen
ity

;

Divinity

of

the

the Faculty of Divin-

of the University of Edinburgh; the Theo-

Glasgow;
Free Church College, Edinburgh; Assembly’s
logical Faculty of the University of

Cbllege, Belfast; the Theological Faculty of
King’s College, London; the Theological Faculty of the University of Geneva; the Faculty

of Evangelical Theology of Geneva; the Presbyterian College, Halifax; Queen’s University,
Kingston, Ontario; the Presbyterian College,
Montreal; Knox College, Toronto; the Faculty of Theology of the University of Trinity

Toronto; Westminster Hall, VanManitoba College, Winnipeg.
The following Missionary Seminaries nominated delegates, most of whom were present:
Albert Academy, Freetown, Sierra Leone,
West Africa; Seminario Theologico da Edgreja Presbyteriana no Brasil, Campinas, Brazil; American Collegiate and Theological InCollege,

couver, B.C.

stitute,

;

Samokov, Bulgaria; Union Theological
Nanking Union Theo-

School, Foocow, China;

Seminary, Nanking, China; Theological
School of Shaowu, China; St. John’s UniversShanghai, China; Ashmore Theological
ity,
Seminary, Swatow, China; Bapatla Normal
logical

Training School, Bapatla, S. India; Bareilly
Theological Seminary, Bareilly, India; American Baptist Theological Seminary, Ramapatnam, India; Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Saharanapur, India; the Theological
School of the Kwansei Gakuin, Kobe, Japan;

Doshisha Theological School, Kyoto, Japan;
North Japan College, Sendai, Japan; Japan
Baptist Theological Seminary, Tokyo, Japan;
Colegio Internacional, Guadalajara, Mexico;
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Beirut,
Syria; Marash Theological Seminary, Marash,
Turkey in Asia; Western Turkey Theological
Seminary, Marsovan, Turkey in Asia.

The following

theological seminaries of the

Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. were rep-

Auburn Theological
by delegates:
Seminary, Western Theological Seminary, the
Theological Seminary of Kentucky, McCormick Theological Seminary, San Francisco
Theological Seminary, the German Presbyterian School of the Northwest, the German
Theological School of Newark, N. J., the
Theological Seminary of Lincoln University,
and Omaha Theological Seminary.
Other theological seminaries in this counresented

try,

in

the

order

of

their

were represented are as follows

establishment,
:

The Theo-

3

logical School of the Reformed Church in
America, New Brunswick, N. J.; Xenia Theological Seminary, Xenia, Ohio; the Moravian
College and Theological Seminary, Bethlehem,
Pa.; Andover Theological Seminary, Cambridge, Mass.; Union Theological Seminary,
Richmond, Va. Bangor Theological Seminary,
;

Bangor, Me.; General Theological Seminary
of the Protestant Episcopal Church, New York
City Colgate Theological Seminary, Hamilton,
;

N. Y. Yale University Divinity School, New
Haven, Conn.; Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary in Virginia, Alexandria, Va.
Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church
in the U. S., Lancaster, Pa.; Newton Theological Institution, Newton Centre, Mass.; Evangelical Lutheran Theological Seminary, GettysColumbia Theological Seminary,
burg, Pa.
Columbia, S. C. Hartford Theological SemiOberlin Theological
nary, Hartford, Conn.
Seminary, Oberlin, Ohio; Union Theological
Seminary, New York City; Meadville Theothe Hamma
logical Seminary, Meadville, Pa.
Divinity School, Springfield, Ohio; Garrett
Biblical Institute, Evanston, 111.; Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn.; Reformed
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Allegheny,
Pa.
St. Lawrence University, Canton TheoChicago Theological School, Canton, N. Y.
logical Seminary, Chicago; Seabury Divinity
Susquehanna UniSchool, Faribault, Minn.
versity School of Theology, Selinsgrove, Pa.;
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, LouisAugustana College and Theological
ville, Ky.
Seminary, Rock Island, 111.; the Theological
Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran Church
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

at Philadelphia; Central Wesleyan College,
Warrenton, Mo.; Atlanta Baptist College DiEpiscopal Theovinity School, Atlanta, Ga.
logical School, Cambridge, Mass.; Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J. Crozer Theo;

;

logical Seminary, Chester, Pa.; the Theologi-

Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church at Chicago; School of Theology Howard University, Washington, D. C. Vandercal

;

University Biblical Department, Nashville,
Tenn. the Theological School and Calvin Col-

bilt

;

Reformed Church at
Westminster Theological Seminary, Westminster, Md. Temple University Department of Theology, Philadelphia
St. Leo Abbey, St. Leo, Fla.; Houghton Wesleyan Methodist Seminary, Houghton, N. Y.
Western Theological Seminary, Atchison,
Kans. Turner Theological Seminary, Morris
lege

of

the

Christian

Grand Rapids, Mich.

;

;

;
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Brown

School of The-

Other classes prior to

Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas, and
Central Theological Seminary of the Reformed

’62 were represented as
Rev. Dr. S. S. Laws, Washington, D. C. ; ’52, Rev. A. P. Botsford, Woodbury, N. J. ; ’53, Rev. Dr. W. Y. Brown, Philadelphia, Rev. W. E. Jones, Philadelphia; ’55,
Rev. E. F. Mundy, Lawrence, Kans.; ’57, Rev.
H. A. Harlow, Nyack, N. Y., Rev. Dr. Donald

Church

McLaren, Lawrenceville, N.

College, Atlanta, Ga.

Kans.
Ga.

;

try,

;

Kansas City University, Kansas

ology,

City,

Atlanta Theological Seminary, Atlanta,

;

Pacific Unitarian School for the Minis-

Berkeley,

The

in the

Cal.

U.

were represented

Baptist

Dayton, Ohio.

S.,

following

Southwestern

;

and

Universities

Colleges

Princeton University, RobDalhousie University, Halifax; University of Toronto, Harvard
University, Yale University, University of
Pennsylvania, Brown University, Rutgers Col:

ert College, Constantinople

;

Dartmouth College, Washington and Lee
Hampden-Sidney College, Williams College, Washington
College, Union University, Middlebury College, Washington and Jefferson College, Colege,

University, Dickinson College,

follows

’51,

:

J.;

’58,

Rev. L.

H. Nassau, Ambler, Pa., Rev. I. M. Patterson, Trenton; ’60, Rev. E. A. Collier, Kinderhook, N.
Y.
’61, Rev. Charles E. Hart, New Brunswick, N. J., Rev. Dr. K. P. Ketcham, New
York City, Rev. J. C. Wilhelm, Philadelphia.
No class from ’62 to ’u was unrepresented,
and there was a particularly large attendance
of those classes which held their regular decennial reunions.
Many postgraduates were
C. Baker, Princeton; ’59, Rev. Dr. R.

;

also present.

lumbia University, University of Pittsburgh,

Amherst

College, Lafayette College,

University, Pennsylvania College,

New York

Wabash

THE EXERCISES.

Col-

Delaware College, Hanover College,
Davidson College, University of Michigan,
Westminster College, Pennsylvania; the College of the City of New York, Lake Forest

THE FIRST DAY.

lege,

College,

Macalester

Park

Wooster,

University

College,

of

Parsons College,
Bellevue College, Coe College and New WindCollege,

sor College.

In addition to these delegates,
are themselves

many

of

whom

Alumni of the Seminary, there

were present during the Celebration about five
hundred of the Seminary’s Alumni. The most
conspicuous class reunion was that of the
class of 1862 which celebrated the semicentennial of its graduation.
Nine members of the
class were in attendance:
Rev. Dr. L. P.
Bowen, Pocomoke City, Md., Rev. J. M. Carmichael,
Cline,

Caledonia,

N.

Rev. E. Clarke
Rev. F. J. Collier,
Rev. Dr. J. S. McDonald,

Phillipsburg, N.

Y.,

J.,

Collingswood, N. J.,
Corcoran, Cal., who represented the class at
the Alumni Dinner, Rev. J. Logan Sample,

Pittsburgh, Rev. E. H. Sayre, Gering, Nebr.,

Dr. E. H. Spooner, Park Ridge, N.

J.,

Rev.

There was

H. B. Townsend, Philadelphia, Pa.

also a relatively large attendance of the earlier
Classes.

York

Rev. Daniel N. Freeland,

’47,

of

New

was the oldest alumnus in point of
graduation. The class of ’50 was well represented by Rev. Dr. T. S. Childs, Chevy Chase,
City

Md., Rev. Dr. T. K. Davis, Wooster, O., and
Rev. Dr. David Tully of Media, Pa., who in
point

of

age

is

the

oldest

living

alumnus.

Sunday, May 5th, at 11 A. M., while one
Seminary’s distinguished guests, the
Rt. Rev. James Wells, D.D., Moderator of the
General Assembly of the United Free Church
of Scotland was preaching before the Uni-

On

of

the

versity

in

Marquand

Chapel,

the

Centennial

Exercises were opened in the First Presbyterian Church.
The audience, composed of
delegates, Alumni, the class of 1912, undergraduates and friends of the Seminary, completely filled the church in anticipation of

President Patton’s sermon which was at once

and be the bacgraduating class.

to inaugurate the Centennial

calaureate

sermon

The graduating

the

to

class

and the candidates for

the B.D. degree occupied seats in the center

block at the front of the church.
In the
pulpit with Dr. Patton, ’65, were Rev. Sylvester W. Beach, ’80, pastor of the church and
secretary

of

the

Board of

Directors,

who

conducted the opening service and assisted Dr.
Patton in the administration of the Lord’s
Supper, and Rev. Robert P. Mackay, D.D.,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in Canada, who offered the prayer after the reading of the Scripture.
Dr. Patton's sermon, which is reproduced in full on page 14, was a magnificent
exposition of the position of the Seminary
with reference to the theological tendencies of
the day and engaged the profound attention
of the audience.

It set

the celebration at the
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highest pitch of academic dignity and religious sensibility.

The impression made by

it

was happily merged into the experiences attendant on the administration of the Lord’s
Supper, which was celebrated, as is usual on
the baccalaureate occasion, with delegated seniors acting as elders in the distribution of the

through Gethsemane to CalBut the Resurrection brought its
completer revelation and he was led not only
to see in Jesus the Messiah, but the very Son
of God. So his book becomes more than the
record of a great friendship, more than the
dolorosa

via

vary.

discovery of a great philosophical principle,
the transforming

elements.

5

power of a great

faith,

—

it

is

the declaration of the most significant prac-

The Alumni and guests of the Seminary assembled again at 4 P. M. in Miller Chapel
for a Conference for Prayer. This informal
devotional meeting was presided over by Rev.
John Dixon, D.D., ’73, an associate secretary
of the Board of Home Missions and secretary
Dr. Patton anof the Board of Trustees.
nounced the presentation to the Seminary by
Mrs. Aiken of a tablet to the memory of Rev.
Prof. Charles Augustus Aiken, Ph.D., D.D.,
whose service to the Seminary extended over
the years from 1871 to 1892. Dr. Dixon’s devotional address was followed by a general
service of prayer which was participated in
by Rev. Eiko J. Groneveld, D.D., ’82, of Butte,
Mont., Rev. Maitland Alexander, D.D., ’92, of
Pittsburgh,

Rev.

James

Moffat,

D.

D.D.,

President of Washington and Jefferson College, and Rev. Samuel McLanahan,

LL.D.,
’76,

’72,

of Princeton.

The Seminary again enjoyed

the hospitality

of the First Presbyterian Church for the serMr. Beach conducted the openvice at 7.45.
ing exercises as in the morning, and the
prayer after the sermon was offered by Rev.
Robert McW. Russell, D.D., LL.D., Presi-

dent of Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pa.
The sermon was preached by Rev.
Ethelbert D. Warfield, D.D., LL.D., President
of Lafayette College and President of the
President Warfield,
Board of Directors.

speaking from John 20:31 said, in substance:
“This book belongs to the literature of power.
It

is

no mere biography.

It

is

plea

a

for

faith in a beloved Lord, but yet more a plea
addressed to the heart of every reader for
acceptance of the divine gift of life. After a
brief proclamation of Jesus as the eternal

Word, the source of

light

and

life,

John

rec-

ords day by day the opening experiences of his
discipleship

and so opens

to us the

of his friendship with Jesus.

meaning

As he goes

forth

on the open road with Jesus he sees the old
world in a new light.
He climbs to the
mount of Transfiguration only to walk the

tical

power

in life, the

God through

of

of the book

is

revelation of the love

The power
and the testimony of

the incarnation.

in itself

the Spirit to it.
There is room for delight,
however, in the unconscious spiritual biography of the writer and the testimony it bears
to the power of faith in Christ over the life
of his disciples.”

THE SECOND

DAY.

A. M., Monday, May 6th, the Academic Procession began to form in the Faculty
Room of Princeton University, Nassau Hall,
which in addition to Alexander Hall had been
hospitably put at the disposal of the Seminary
by the University authorities. The procession
was under the marshalship of Prof. Kerr Duncan Macmillan, B.D., ’97. As the exercises of

At

9.15

morning were to include the Commencement of the Seminary, the Procession was arthe

ranged with the representatives of the Seminary in precedence. The order was as follows: The Marshal, President Warfield and
Vice-President Synnott; President Patton, ’65,
and President Hibben, ’86; Rev. Dr. John F.
Carson and Rev. Dr. Russell Cecil, ’78; President Jacobs and President Searle; the Directors of the Seminary; the Trustees of the
Seminary; the Faculty of the Seminary; the
Bachelors of Divinity of the year 1912; the
Graduating Class of the year 1912; representatives of the General Assembly; representatives of other churches; representatives of
foreign

institutions

of

learning;

representa-

tives of Princeton University; representatives

of the Boards of the Presbyterian Church in
the U. S. A.

;

representatives of Synods

resentatives of Presbyteries; the

;

rep-

Alumni, by

under the marshalship of Rev. Samuel
At 10 A. M.
’99, State College, Pa.
the Procession entered Alexander Hall which,
classes,

Martin,

with the exception of the seats reserved for
Procession, was already full.

the

After the

seating

of

Seminary was welcomed

the
to

Procession,

the

Alexander Hall,
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on behalf of the University by President John
Grier Hibben, Ph.D., LL.D., ’86. Response on
behalf of the Seminary, was made by Rev.
Ethelbert D. Warfield, D.D., LL.D., President
of the Board of Directors who presided. After
the singing of a hymn President Warfield read
the Scriptures, II Timothy 2, and prayer was
offered by Rev. Henry E. Jacobs, D.D.,
S.T.D., LL.D., Dean and Chairman of the
Faculty of the Theological Seminary of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church at Philadelphia.

The address
half of the

to the graduating class, on be-

Board of Directors, was delivered

by President Warfield

mas

to the following

1912:
1908;
1909;

who

distributed diplo-

members of

the class of

John Hall Axford, Davidson College,

Henry Barr, University of Wooster,

Howard James

Bell,

Lafayette College,

1909; Paul Sturgeon Berry, Western Reserve
University, 1908; Remsen DuBois Bird, Lafayette College, 1909; William

Whiting BorBuchan-

den, Yale University, 1909; William

an Buyers, Princeton University, 1904; Wallace Harper Carver, Princeton University,
1909; Eldred James Clark, Leland Stanford,
Jr., University, 1909; John William Claudy,
Washington and Lee University, 1909; Frederic Fleck Darley, Westminster College, Colo.,
1909; Thomas Sinclair Dickson, University of
Pennsylvania, 1909; David Reed Edwards, Lafayette College, 1909; Hugh Ivan Evans, University of Wooster, 1909; Nathaniel Rue Foster, Lafayette College,
1909; John Harvey
Frarey; Shannon August Griffith, Findlay
College, 1909; John H. Gross, Findlay College,
1906; William Samuel Hess, New Windsor
College, 1909; Frank Harl Huffman, Ohio
Wesleyan University, 1909; Olin McKendree
Jones, Beloit College, 1909; John Janvier
Louderbough, Princeton University, 1907; Arthur James McClung, Doane College, 1909;
Frederick Paul McConkey, Grove City College, 1909; Henry Joseph MacKay, McGill
University; Robert Sproule McKee, Westminster College, Mo., 1908; Hans John Meinders, Hope College, 1909; Robert Thomas
Moodie, McGill University, 1909; Arthur
Northwood, Princeton University, 1909; Antonio Honorio Perpetuo, University of Wooster, 1909; Irvin Jonathan Shafer, Lafayette
College,
Langdon Cheves McCord
1909;
Smythe, University of Virginia, 1905; William Stewart, Princeton University, 1909;
Harry Blaine Strock, Gettysburg College,

1909; Alfred Levis Taxis, Gettysburg College

Roy

1909;

Tusculum
ner,

Ewing

Washington and
Carroll White-

Vale,

College, 1909;

Davidson College,

Henry

1909.

The Secretary of the Board of Directors,
Rev. Sylvester W. Beach, then announced the
following fellowships and prizes:
The George S. Green Fellowship in Old
Testament Literature to Daniel Francois Barnard.

The Alumni Fellowship in New Testament
and the Archibald Robertson Scholarship to
Langdon Cheves McCord Smythe.
The Gelston-Winthrop Fellowship in Church
History to Remsen DuBois Bird.
The Gelston-Winthrop Fellowship in Apologetics to David Reed Edwards.
The Gelston-Winthrop Fellowship in Didactic and Polemic Theology to William Nicol.
The First Scribner Prize in New Testament
Literature to Hans John Meinders.
The

First

Maitland Prize

in

New

Testa-

ment Exegesis to James Forsyth Riggs, Jr.
The John Finley McLaren Prize in Biblical
Theology to Frederick Maier.

The Bachelor

of Divinity degree was con-

ferred by President Patton on the following
candidates, in accordance with the terms of
the public announcement,

as follows:

Bachelor of Divinity degree

is

“The

conferred upon

Seminary who
approved by the
Faculty the degree of Bachelor or Master of
matriculated

hold

students

from an

of

the

institution

Arts, or other certificate, of the completion of

a satisfactory course in liberal learning, and

have also completed a three years course of
theological study in this Seminary or in other
approved theological institutions and have been
regularly graduated therefrom, and who meritoriously completed in this Seminary a year in
advanced study in theology.”
Daniel Francois Barnard, a Bachelor of Arts
of Victoria College and a graduate of Stellenbosch Theological Seminary.
Remsen DuBois Bird, a Bachelor of Arts
of Lafayette College and a graduate of this
Seminary.
Arthur Joseph Dressier, a Bachelor of Philosophy of Bellevue College and a graduate of
Omaha Seminary.
David Reed Edwards, a Bachelor of Arts of
Lafayette College and a graduate of this
Seminary.
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Hugh Ivan

Evans, a Bachelor of Arts of

Wooster University and a graduate of

this

formed Theological School; and of Jan Hendrik Blignault, Louis Johannes Fourie, Johan-

Daniel

Roos,

Seminary.

nes

William Parks Gordon, a Bachelor of Arts
of Monmouth College and a graduate of Xenia
Seminary.
Baxter Dixon Dodderidge Greer, a Bachelor of Arts of Austin College and a graduate
of Austin Seminary.
Daniel Stephanus Burger Joubert, a Bachelor of Arts of Victoria College and a graduate of Stellenbosch Seminary.
Edgar Davis Kerr, a Bachelor of Arts of
Davidson College and a graduate of Columbia

Shaw and Gert

Seminary.

Rienk Bouke Kuiper, a Bachelor of Arts of

7

ates of

Johannes

Petrus

Bekker

Van Rooyen, graduStellenbosch Theological Seminary, who
Cornelis

have done in a highly meritorious manner the
advanced work prescribed for the degree of
Bachelor of Divinity, and upon whom this degree is not conferred only because the> are
technically ineligible for it, not having attained to the earlier degree of Bachelor of
Arts.

Following President Patton’s address to the
graduating class, the class hymn, “Onward,
Christian Soldiers”, was sung by the class.

the University of Chicago, a Master of Arts

of Indiana University and a graduate of Hol-

land Christian Reformed Theological School.
James Norris McDowell, a Bachelor of Arts
of Lafayette College and a graduate of this

Seminary.

nary.

William Nicol, a Bachelor of Arts of Vicand a graduate of Stellenbosch

toria College

Seminary.
Irvin Jonathan Shafer, a Bachelor of Arts

of Lafayette College and a graduate of this

Seminary.

Langdon Cheves McCord Smythe, a Bachand Master of Arts of the University of Virginia and a graduate of this
Seminary.
William Stewart, a Bachelor of Arts of
Princeton University and a graduate of this
Seminary.
Horace Kepler Wright, a Bachelor of Arts
of Bridgewater College and Master of Arts
of Princeton University and a graduate of
this Seminary.
The same requirements having been fulfilled,
the degree of Bachelor of Divinity has also
been conferred in absentia upon
Archibald Anderson Johnston, a Bachelor of
Arts of Geneva College, Master of Arts of
Princeton University and a graduate of Allegheny Reformed Presbyterian Seminary.
Charles Henry Phipps, a Bachelor of Arts
of Davidson College and a graduate of Union
elor of Arts

Seminary, of Virginia.
is

made

of Gerrit

Harm Henry Meeter, and Jacob
Mulder, graduates of Holland Christian ReHoeksema,

which up to this point had
customary at the Commencement, were continued by two special addresses, the one by Rev. Dr. John F. Carson,
exercises,

those

largely

Pastor of the Central PresbyChurch, Brooklyn, Moderator of the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in the United States of America, and the other
by Rev. Dr. Russell Cecil, ’78, Pastor of the
Second Presbyterian Church, Richmond, Va.,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States. Dr.
Carson’s subject “The Function and Glory of
the Ministry of Grace”, was most congenial
D.D., LL.D.,

William Arthur Motter, a Bachelor of Arts
of Coe College and a graduate of this Semi-

Also honorable mention

The

been

terian

to

He

him.

declared that

the

ministry

of

whose sanction lies at once in the nature
of God and the need of men and whose
grace,

instruments
are both
inwardly
by God and confirmed in that call by
outward ordinances, is charged with a function which is evangelistic, didactic, inspirational and prophetic.
Its ministers are equipped with the World of God and the Spirit of
particular
called

God

for the fulfillment of this function.

function of the ministry of grace

and

to interpret the love of

of man.
the

In

glory

fulfilling

of

the

God

is

“The

to declare

to the heart

that distinct function,

ministry

of

grace

shines

was

most appropriate that Dr.
Carson’s address which was concerned with
the function and glory of the ministry should
be followed by Dr. Cecil’s address on “The
forth”.

It

Making of

a Minister”.

ministers could be

Dr. Cecil held that

made only out of men of

sound manhood, regenerated in their inner
lives and called to their specific service by the
Spirit of God. To the important influence of
early environment and education there should

;
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be added, in general, the training of the theoThis theological education,
logical seminary.

The four addresses had reference to
work of Princeton in the pastorate,

pervaded by a wholesome spiritual atmosphere,
should be comprehensive in scope and scientific
in method, adapting the minister not only to
the solution of the problems of scholarship but
to the relief of the needs of the world in their
While the
increasing variety and insistence.
seminary curriculum should “embrace everything that can throw light upon the origin and
history, the significance and worth of Christianity
and should honestly face all the diffiand
culties of revelation and inspiration;
should refuse to deal superficially with any
of the great problems of supernatural revelation”, yet “humanizing influences should be
thrown around the young men in our semi-

the mission

;

they should not be cloistered scholwithdrawn from the stirring life of

naries;
astics,

but they should be

the day;

who when

hearts,

come

they

men
forth

of loving
to

their

work, are able to sympathize with the poor
and needy, and know how to dispense the
gospel of the grace of God to our perishing
race”.

dress,

At the conclusion of Dr. Cecil’s adprayer was offered by Rev. Dr. J.

Preston Searle, D.D., President of the Faculty

Reformed
America at New Brunswick, N. J.
a hymn was sung; and the benediction pronounced by President Warfield.
of the Theological Seminary of the

Church

The

in

interval between the

morning and

af-

ternoon meetings was generally utilized for
class reunions, many of the classes holding
class luncheons.

Exercises reminiscent of the history and influence of the

ander

Hall

at

Seminary were held
3

P.

in

Alex-

Thomas Whitney

M.

Synnott, Esq., the Vice-President of the Board
of Trustees presided, Rev. Dr. Caspar Wis-

Hodge, ’oi, Assistant Professor of Didacand Polemic Theology, a grandson of Dr.
Charles Hodge, read the Scriptures, I Corinthians 1 4-31, and pronounced the benedic-

tar
tic

in theological education

field,

thought,

religious

and

in

its

the

on
and

environ-

early

ment.

The
of

address, “Princeton in the

first

Pastorate”

the

was

Work
Rev.

by

delivered

William L. McEwan, ’85, pastor of
the Third Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh.
Dr.

McEwan

Dr.

declared that the chief function

of a theological seminary
pastors and preachers.

the training of

is

Princeton has always

had this chief end in view. It is clearly announced in the plan of the Seminary; its
early achievement was made possible by the
Dr. Alexcharacter of the first professors.
deep

ander’s

insight

Christian

into

exper-

ience, Dr. Miller’s high sense of pastoral duty,

warm and

Dr. Hodge’s

personal faith in Jesus
with the high scholarship of
the three to form a certain type of preacher
and pastor. Dr. McEwan recited the remarkable services rendered to the Church by memChrist,

united

first four classes.
He summarachievements of the Alumni along
He
all the avenues of the Church’s activity.
called the roll of honor of Alumni “whose
influence has been great in time of crisis or
through long years of service”. He referred

bers of the
ized

the

particularly

the

to

Alumni yet

living.

notable

records

of

two

In his closing paragraphs,

he asserted, “In all these hundred years
Princeton Seminary has been true to the
ideals and standards of its first great organizers, and it has been loyal to the Word of
God.
No student has, by reason of any
teaching from any professor, had his reverence
for or belief in the Word of God, as the only
infallible rule of faith

No

or destroyed.
to

and

practice,

weakened

student has here learned

question the essential Deity of the Lord

Jesus Christ, or has lost any of the passionate
loyalty of his heart for Him as Savior and

Lord. No student passes through these halls
without having it impressed upon his heart
and mind and conscience that the only sal-

:

Rev. Dr. Dickinson S. Miller, Professor
of Christian Apologetics in the General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal

tion

Church,

New York

Samuel

Miller,

City,

offered

a

the

Gospel which
tion to all

grandson of Dr.
prayer

of

invo-

cation, and the closing prayer was offered
by Rev. Dr. James D. Paxton, ’83, pastor
of the First Presbyterian Church, Lynchburg, Va., a son of Dr. William M. Paxton.

men is that
God unto salva-

vation for a lost world of sinful

;

Dr.

is

them

the power of
that believe”.

McEwan was

followed by Dr. Robert E.
’93, one of the secre-

Speer, of the class of
taries of the

Board of Foreign Missions, whose

subject was, “Princeton on the Mission Field”.

Dr. Speer’s remarkable review of the service
of

Princeton Alumni on the

home and

for-
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eign mission fields

is

printed in full on

p. 24.

After the singing of that great hymn, “Lift
up your heads, ye gates of brass”, the Rev.
Dr. William Hallock Johnson, ’90, Professor
of Greek and

New

Testament Literature and
Exegesis in Lincoln University, spoke on
“Princeton in Theological Education and Religious Thought”.
Referring to the previous
speakers, Dr. Johnson said that he believed
that there was a causal connection between
Princeton training and the ministerial achievements of its Alumni. Princeton’s service in
the field of religious education

not only in

lies

number of teachers and executives
which have been trained here for usefulness
in the faculties of theological seminaries and
colleges, nor only in the “steady stream of
influence exerted through books, pamphlets,
addresses, articles in periodicals and Bible
the large

dictionaries”, but also in

its

high standard of

Johnson believed
that the high standard which has always been
characteristic of the Seminary should be maintained.
He hoped that with enlarging resources the Seminary might be able to offer, as
ministerial

training.

Dr.

extra-curriculum,
fourth year, elective or
graduate courses, instruction in the languages,
the

philosophies,

the

religions,

in

the

phil-

osophy and psychology of religion, in ethics,
economics and sociology, which would constitute it a great theological university. “Let the
circumference of the course be as wide as
possible, but let the center, about which and
upon which all else shall be built, be the study
of the Bible”.
In the field of religious
thought, Dr. Johnson said, that the Seminary
has been constructive “in rearing an imposing

and positive system of truth .... in full view
it has been conservative
in holding the antithesis of Ibsen’s view that
“the life of a normally constituted truth is
twenty years”; it has been comprehensive in
that it has expounded and defended both the
Old and New Testaments, taught the central
doctrines of the Reformed Theology and
guarded its outposts, asserted and demonof opposing systems”;

the underlying truths

strated
ligion

as

well

as

the

of natural

doctrines

of

re-

revealed

which depend upon them. The influence of the Seminary has been particularly exerted in two spheres, that of Biblical criticism

modern controversies cen-

small share in the

upon

9

has been taken by
Princeton scholars, notably Dr. William Henry
tering

Green.

Bible

the

In the latter sphere, Dr. Johnson de-

clared that “Princeton has produced the great-

textbook,

est

monumental

the great

treatise,

of this type of theology (the Calvinistic) in
the English language, its best popular expo(Dr. A. A. Hodge’s Popular Lectures),
most genial and persuasive teachers, its

sition
its

keenest polemical defenders”.

The concluding address of

the

afternoon

was delivered by Charles Beatty Alexander,
LL.D., of New York City, a grandson of Dr.
Archibald Alexander.
Mr. Alexander’s subject was “Princeton in its Early Environment and Work”. Mr. Alexander reviewed
the condition of the country in the years immediately precedent to 1812. “Sharing in the

and

moral depression,
low ebb.” But
there were signs of a “marvelous renaissance,
of which the foundation of the Seminary
forms a part”. The ideals and spirit of John
Calvin lived again in the words in which Dr.
Ashbel Green described the men with which
the Seminary was to supply the Church, and
in the ideals and spirit of the early profesMr. Alexander called renewed attention
sors.
to the influence of the first three professors on
the whole history of the Seminary, and defined
the contribution of each of them to the Seminary’s life.
The principles of the founders
have been adhered to with sincere fidelity by
general

educational

was

theological education

at a

their successors against great opposition.

The

Cross has been the inspiration of them all.
“And by the Gospel of the Cross, this Seminary will stand in spite of attack, in spite of
any storm of criticism or unbelief until its

work

is

done, and

God comes

ent given to our fathers,

received

it

with

its

from

to take the tal-

whom we

have

increase, to the praise of

His eternal glory”.

From 5.30 to 6.30 P. M., President and Mrs.
Patton held an informal reception at Springdale which was very largely attended by the
guests, Alumni and friends of the Seminary.

religion

and that of doctrinal theology. In the former
sphere the attitude of the Seminary has been
one of scientific inquiry issuing in a positive
belief in the Bible as the

Word

of God.

No

The Alumni Dinner which is customarily
Commencement Day,

held at the noon hour on

was
to

this

year

the Casino.

set at

8 P. M., and transferred

About

hundred of the
Seminary sat down
The President of the Alumni

Alumni and guests of
to the dinner.

eight

the
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Association, Rev. Joseph H. Dulles,
sided.

’77,

pre-

Mr. Dulles called on the Rev. Daniel

N. Freeland, ’47, of New York City, the oldest
living alumnus in point of graduation present,
to say grace.
President Patton was the first
of the after

dinner speakers.

He was

fol-

lowed, in accordance with the usual custom
at

Alumni

Dinners

by

representatives

of

classes holding their decennial reunions.

Rev.
Dr. James S. McDonald of Corcoran, Cal.,
spoke for the class of ’62; Rev. William C.

Rommel

of Elizabeth, N. J., for ’72; Rev. Dr.
Charles Lee of Carbondale, Pa. for ’82; Rev.
Dr. Maitland Alexander of Pittsburgh for '92,
and Rev. W. T. M. Beale of Salisbury, Md.
for ’02. The presence of such a large number

and by others who were to
programme. The congregational singing which had been a splendid feature of the whole celebration was particularly
impressive in the opening hymn, “A mighty
Fortress is our God”. The Scripture, Ephesians 1 3-23, was read by Rev. Dr. Henry A.
White, ’89, Professor of New Testament Literature and Exegesis, Columbia Theological
Seminary, Columbia, S. C., and prayer was
offered by Rev. Dr. W. Douglas Mackenzie,
President of Hartford Theological Seminary,
Hartford, Conn. President Patton then introduced the Right Rev. Alexander Stewart, D.D.,
Principal of St. Mary’s College and Primarius
robes

of office

participate in the

:

Professor of Divinity in the University of

St.

of the

Alumni together with several hundred
guests, and the after dinner speeches which
pledged the loyalty of the Alumni to the
Seminary for the succeeding years, made the

Andrews, Moderator of the General Assembly
The subject of
of the Church of Scotland.
Principal Stewart’s address as announced on
the programme was ‘‘The Church of the Fu-

occasion an unusually interesting one.

ture”.

THE THIRD DAY
Tuesday, which furnished the climax of the
celebration, was opened with distinction by the
march of the Academic Procession from Nassau Hall to Alexander Hall at 10.30 A. M.
The Procession was longer than on Monday
and more

brilliant.

As

the occasion

was more

academic the order of procession
was as follows: The Marshal; President Patton, ’65, and the Rt. Rev. Dr. Alexander
Stewart; President Warfield and the Rt. Rev.
Dr. James Wells; Vice-President Synnott and
the Rt. Rev. Dr. John Macmillan, ’78; President Hibben, ’86, and Principal McCulloch;
President Mackenzie and Rev. Dr. Chas. F.
Sitterly; representatives of the General Assembly; representatives of the Board of Trustees of Princeton University; representatives
of other churches than the Presbyterian in the
distinctively

A. ; representatives of foreign instituof learning; the Faculty of Princeton
University; representatives of other American

U.

S.

tions

institutions of learning; representatives of the

Boards of the Presbyterian Church in the U.
S. A.; representatives of Synods; representatives

of

Presbyteries;

the

Directors

of

the

Seminary'; the Trustees of the Seminary; the
Faculty of the Seminary; the Alumni of the
Seminary.
The Procession was seated on the platform
and in the main floor of Alexander Hall, with

President Patton in the cathedra, flanked by
the

Scotch

and

Irish

Moderators

in

their

Principal Stewart, however, disclaimed
any prophetic intentions, and after appraising
the influence of the Seminary as bearing a
consistent testimony to one aspect of Christian truth worked out with logical completeness and issuing in a noble type of piety, although he believed that the full truth could
only be arrived at by a combination of its
various aspects, Principal Stewart turned to a
discussion of several phases of church life

He first referred to the proScotland.
posed union between the Church of Scotland
and the United Free Church, declaring such
unions to be in accordance with the true
spirit of religion and attended with great practical advantages.
He pointed out the dangers
which arise from the personal ambition which

in

seeks a larger area for the display of

itself,

and from the desire for union proceeding
from an indifference to the distinctive prin“But while
ciples of different communions.
I point out these dangers I would not forget
the great company of those who untouched by
indifference or ambition desire union for the

good of the Churches and the advancement of
the Kingdom of God among men”. Another
important development in the life of the
Scotch churches, and especially in the Church
of Scotland, was said to be the increased inThis beneficent moveterest in social work.
ment is rightly engendered by the Church, but
Principal

Stewart

practical objections

was of the opinion

made

it

unwise for

that
it

to

be carried on through Church organizations.
As philosophy, art and science, although nur-
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tured and

grown

to maturity

under the care

of the Church, had yet emancipated themselves
from Church control, so the great social move-

ments would create their own organizations,
nevertheless not being forgetful of their ori-

gin or ungrateful to the Church.

“What we

be moving towards
is a Church engaged first and foremost in its
purely religious work of prayer and exhorta-

seem

in these respects to

tion, of caring

witness to

its

for the souls of

God and

men and by

salvation bringing an

ideal element into their lives”, while, thus fur-

ii

Lord’s Supper was the central essential ordinance of their faith and its celebration the
great event of the year”. He spoke of their
schools, and the education of their ministers,
of their relation to the mother country, and of
their long struggle for toleration and even exUnder persecution, “we were driven
istence.

back upon that great truth that behind
things

we

change, making
for good,

is

all

among things that
things to work together

changeless

see,

all

the Living God, with

the at-

all

tributes of a Divine personality, a quick eye, a

pression for their activities in the most con-

warm heart and a long arm, and our people
strengthened themselves in Him by saying or

genial service under appropriate organizations.

singing,

nished, the

members of

the Churches find ex-

Speaking of the doctrinal situation, Principal
Stewart said, “The centre of gravity has on
the whole somewhat shifted from the intellectual

cultivation of

Christianity to the en-

deavour to realise on the one side, its spirilife, and on the other, its practical requirements”.
The distinction between primary and secondary in doctrinal matters must
be recognized, and as men feel themselves in
sympathy on the great principles of Christianity, “they will be able to bear with one another however sincerely they may hold to the
points on which nevertheless they cannot help
tual

but differ”.

Following Principal Stewart’s address, the

James Wells, D.D., Minister of the
Pollokshields, Glasgow, Moderator of the General Assembly of the United
Free Church of Scotland, spoke on “A Scotch
Estimate of Princeton Theology”. This most
interesting and impressive address is reproduced in full on p. 30.
After the singing of a hymn, the last speaker
of the morning, the Rt. Rev. John Macmillan,
D.D., ’78, Minister of the Cooke Centenary
Church, Belfast, Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland,
was introduced. Dr. Macmillan’s subject was
“Irish and American Presbyterianism”.
It is
impossible in a brief abstract to do justice to
the intimate detail with which Dr. Macmillan
Rt. Rev.

West Church,

address. He spoke of the settlement
Ulster by those who fled from the in-

filled his

of

James I, and of the ministers who
accompanied them, “as godly and as gifted a
tolerance of

company of ministers as ever served the
Church of Christ”. To these settlers, the Bible
was statute-book and library. The Psalter was
their song book.
The Lord’s day was the
great day of the week. “The sacrament of the

power shall fail
comes thine evil day?”’

‘Art thou afraid His

When
He

declared that one of the most remarkable
in the history of the world was the

movements

America. Sellmoney, and
mortgaging their free-

sailing of the Ulster Scot for

ing their goods

to get passage

when

failed,

means

that

dom and

their earnings, they left the land of

their fathers for this land.

“One

brain and the blood and the

came

to help

half of the

skill

of Ulster

make your land what

it

is

to-

He

reviewed the contribution of the
Ulster Scot in American to our civil, ecclesiasHe spoke
tical and educational institutions.
also of the relationship sustained by the Seminary to the Presbyterian Church in Ireland,
and after personal reminiscences of his own
student days in the Seminary, and speaking of
day”.

the report which he would make to the approaching meeting of the Irish Assembly, he
said, “I shall have a number of things to say
to the fathers and brethren, but I shall have

nothing to say that will give
sure than that

I

was

me

invited to

greater plea-

come

to this

saw the faces of the
members of the faculty and the faces of the
beloved members of my own class, for which
I thank God and take courage.
And I am
celebration

and that

I

sure that nothing that I have done during the
year of my office will please the General Assembly more”.
Following Dr. Macmillan’s address, prayer
was offered by Rev. Dr. Charles F. Sitterly,
Professor of Biblical Literature and English
Bible, Drew Theological Seminary, Madison,
N. J. ; a hymn was sung; and the benediction
pronounced by Rev. Dr. James D. McCulloch,
Principal of the Free Church College, Edinburgh, who in addition to being the representative of his college was also the personal
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representative of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Wm. M.
Alexander, Moderator of the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland.

New

York, who spoke for the
Bishop Greer sought a comground from which he might bring the

Diocese of

other Churches.

mon

congratulations

The closing exercise of the Celebration was
the Commemorative Luncheon, in the Casino,
at 1.30 P. M.
More than eight hundred were
present when President Warfield, who presided, called on Rev. Dr. Thomas R. English,
Professor of Biblical Literature and the Inof the New Testament, Union
Seminary, Richmond, Va. to say grace. The
after luncheon speakers brought congratulaterpretation

Seminary from various ecclesiastical bodies, theological seminaries, and Princeton University. The Rev. Dr. William Henry
Roberts, ’73, spoke for the Committee appointed by the General Assembly on behalf of
the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. Dr.
tions to the

Roberts recalled the circumstances of the establishment of the Seminary by the General
Assembly the General Assembly being “its patron and the fountain of its power”. In the
name of the Assembly, he congratulated the
Seminary on the service it has rendered to the
Church in the production of an educated min;

istry; in its consistent loyalty to the Bible as

the

Word

of

God and

the consequent system

“of

name

so in the

they
of

all

all

The congratulations of

The

congratulations

other

of

Presbyterian

and Reformed Churches were brought by Rev.
Dr. John C. Scouller, Pastor of the Fourth
United Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the
United Presbyterian Church of North America.
He congratulated the Seminary on its faithful
of the Reformed Theology, that
teaching having been enriched with all the re-

teaching

sources of learning in
called

particular

its

various spheres.

attention

to

which the Seminary has had on

munion both

in the

He

the

influence

his

own com-

education of some of

its

the other seminar-

Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A.
were brought by Rev. Dr. James G. K. McClure, ’73, President of McCormick Theologi-

ies of the

cal

Seminary, Chicago.

Dr. McClure said that

Princeton Seminary is the mother
other seminaries in our Church, in
that here was inaugurated a new
theological education, the approval

of

all

the

the sense

system of
of which

has led to the establishment of all the others.
The large service of these other seminaries is

measure due to the Princeton men
working faculties. Each of these

also in a

upon

their

seminaries are one in a

the General Assembly.

spite

ance and their faith”.

held by the Church; in

ment to the Presbyterian form of government,
and the resultant loyalty of the Seminary to

in

their differences, they give their allegi-

seminaries has

enlightened attach-

whom

of that living Christ

acknowledge, and to whom,

of theology; in its provision for the Church
of properly qualified defenders of the faith
its

churches”.

other

the

all

That common ground he found “in the personal dominion, not of the dead and absent,
He said, “While
but of the living Christ”.
therefore in one sense it would be arrogant
and presumptuous for me to venture to speak
in behalf of the Churches of Christendom other
than my own, I am confident that I may do

riety

its

own

individuality but “va-

expresses itself in harmony”.

All the

common purpose

to

bear witness to the fundamental truths of
our Confession. They are all one in a common gratitude to Princeton Seminary. They
are all one in wishing for it the increasing

God and

favor of

usefulness

increasing

in

the world.

Rev. Dr. Williston Walker, Professor of EcYale Divinity School, New

clesiastical History,

Haven, Conn, and Rev. Dr. Edgar Y. Mullins,
President of the Southern Baptist Seminary,
Louisville, Ky., offered the congratulations of

Dr.

the seminaries of other Churches.
recalled

the

fact

that

Walker

Congregational

the

Churches of Connecticut were regularly represented in the General Assembly which established the Seminary, and that President

ministers and in the shaping of the training

Theodore Dwight Woolsey,

(Xenia) Seminary. He
said that he came from a Church “which receives with gratitude everything and everybody who bears the Princeton hallmark”.
Dr. Scouller was followed by Rt. Rev.
David H. Greer, D.D., S.T.D., LL.D., Bishop

ceived his theological education here. He referred to the change in conditions since the

of the students in

of

the

Protestant

its

Episcopal

Church

in

the

’24,

of Yale re-

pioneers of theological education in this country laid the foundations.

men
demand

“Once

it

was

suffic-

Then

ient to train

for the pulpit only.

came the

for missionary preparation.

Now

religious

education

and

social

better-
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name of Christ are knocking at our
With the courage of the pioneers we

in the

doors”.

must adjust our methods

Not only

times.

of Yale and

its

unofficial sense a

to the needs of the

as the official representative

Divinity School, but as in an
messenger of Congregational-

ism and of theological training far wider than
the Congregational field, he brought hearty
congratulations for the past and sincere good

wishes for the future.
President Mullins, after referring to the
establishment of the Southern Baptist Seminary by Rev. Dr. James P. Boyce, ’52, ex-
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to preserve the faith and
hope of our fathers and to remain true to the
gospel which they professed”. President Hibben affirmed that the chief point of contact
between the Seminary and the University today is in the department of philosophy. The
University stands committed to an interpretation of the Power behind the phenomena of
the Universe in terms of purposeful personIt stands for a spiritualistic view of
ality.
the world in a day of materialistic and utilita-

as lies within us,

With the

tian creeds.

human perman is an
states, the way is
of human nature as

assertion of

sonality as against the view that a

conscious

pressed the appreciation of the work done in
Princeton Seminary felt by the Baptist seminaries by indicating three perils which Princeton has avoided and three conditions of suc-

aggregate

The Semicess which have been met here.
nary has escaped the peril of reducing Christianity to a vanishing point in the form of an

himself a member of a great family, the doctrine of whose life is not the survival of the
fittest, but “Not to be ministered unto, but to
minister”. All philosophy culminates in a sys-

essence.

note

has not eliminated the positive
It has not defined

It

from

Christianity.

Christianity

in

terms of the esthetic rather

than the moral and spiritual. The success of
the Seminary is due to the fact that it has
regarded Christianity as a message and not as
The message without an exan inquiry.
Christianity has been
perience is powerless.

regarded also as an experience. The Seminary has also insisted that the message and
the experience be embodied in the messenger.
These are the conditions of success which,
in this Seminary, have given it in“As Mt. Blanc enriches the valleys, so
Princeton Seminary has stood like Mt. Blanc

fulfilled

fluence.

among

has sent
valleys,

And

In a

the seminaries of this country.

ways

thousand

you

have

known,

not

she

down her largess of blessing into the
and we rejoice in what she has done.

the reason Mt. Blanc can thus bless the

is because she lifts her head to the
very skies where, from the inexhaustible
heavens themselves, she draws her supply, and
so Princeton has drawn her supplies from the

valleys

eternal sources”.

President John Grier Hibben,

'86,

that

“there

friendly

affiliation

between our two

tions, but at the basis of

tion of a

With

spoke on

He

declared
has been a close connection of

behalf of Princeton University.

common

faith

that as our present

it

all is

institu-

the founda-

and a common hope.
day inheritance, upon

we who are here representing the
Princeton University, pledge you in

this occasion,

present

your presence that we will endeavor, so far

of

open for the recognition
an intimation of the Divine. A person, being a person in a universe of persons, finds

ethics; no system of ethics can exist
without the fundamental postulates of God,

tem of

freedom and immortality.

To these congratulatory addresses, President
Patton made response on behalf of the Seminary.

He

said that

it

was

delightful to think

of the pervasive spirit of unity which had
characterized the Celebration, a feeling which
had not been achieved at any sacrifice of conviction.

He

thought that the world owed a

great deal to theological controversy, and that
there were times when it was necessary to

emphasize points of difference between those
profess and call themselves Christians.
“This however is an occasion when it is fitting
that we should recognize our points of agreement and rejoice that we hold so much theological territory in common.
“I want to say
that so far as the theology of Princeton Seminary is concerned, and I admit that its pecularities have not been brought into the foreground during this celebration, I think you
will go away with the conviction that at all
events, it is not yet actually dead.
I do not
think that it is even moribund, but I wish to
say that if it should die and be buried, and in
centuries to come, the theological palaeontologist should dig it up and pay attention to it,
he will be constrained to say that it at least
belonged to the order of vertebrates.”
He
closed by saying, “Oh, gentlemen, you who
have come to us over long distances by land
and sea, you who have come to us from other
churches with varying theological convictions,

who
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you who have come back to sit under the old
roof-tree and to get fresh inspiration from the
old Mother, we thank you for coming; you
have made us glad that you have been here,
and now, as you go away, God speed you on
your journey and God bless you in your work”.
The benediction was then pronounced by
Rev. Dr. James I. Good, Professor of Reformed Church History in Central Theological
Seminary, Dayton, Ohio, President of the
General Synod of the Reformed Church in the
United States, and the Celebration was closed.

SERMON

DR. PATTON’S
‘‘Beloved,

when

I

write unto you of the

needful for

you

me

gave

all

common

diligence

salvation,

it

to

was

to write unto you, and exhort

that ye should earnestly contend for the

was

which

faith

once

delivered

unto

associated later on Dr. Joseph Addison Alex-

Jude.

who served the Seminary with remarkable power and efficiency until the time of his death.
Dr. John Breckenwas

ridge

very young man, began his long career as a
member of the teaching staff. These three
men, as Mr. Dulles has well said, determined
the character of Princeton Seminary.
We
like to think that the institution has not lost the

of fervent piety into which it was bapits infancy, and that the stamp of re-

tized in

character which was impressed upon
beginning has not been altogether effaced.
Dr. Alexander was an acute thinker on

ligious
its

theological and philosophical subjects, a

man

of great sagacity, keen in his analysis of religious states and very spiritually minded. Dr.
Miller was a courtly gentleman of elegant

He was

scholarship and wide reading.

an in-

dustrious writer and a stalwart defender of
the great principles of Presbyterian doctrine

and polity. Dr. Hodge came to his position
with special equipment for his work. He had
enjoyed the advantage of study in Germany
and was fully abreast of the theological con-

He won

enduring fame
and
dogmatician; lived in the service of the Seminary to a ripe old age, and garnered the wisdom and experience of his life in his ‘‘Systematic Theology”. With these men there was
troversies of his day.

exegete,

professor in the Seminary

controversialist,

ecclesiastic

its

upon another
form of ministerial labour; and the same is
to be said of Dr. James W. Alexander whose
distinguished career as pastor of what is now
known as the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian
Church is one of the brightest pages in the
annals of the American pulpit.
to enter

it

Dr. William Henry Green,

whom many

of

remember, entered upon the work of
instruction in the Seminary when he was quite
young, and like Dr. Charles Hodge filled the
us

still

of

He

fifty

years in the Seminary’s ser-

did conspicuous

ment of Old Testament

—

as

a

history, but he left

full tale

Princeton Theological Seminary opened its
doors a hundred years ago with one professor
and three students a ratio of instructors to
pupils which ought to satisfy the most exactDr. Miling demands of modern pedagogy.
ler was associated with Dr. Alexander a little
later, and soon after that Dr. Hodge, then a

spirit

also

for a short time during the early years of

the

3.

of rare literary genius and great

linguistic attainments,

vice.

saints.”

man

ander, a

work

in the depart-

Literature, achieved a

world-wide reputation as an able supporter of
conservative views in regard to Old Testament

and rendered a lasting service to the
Church by his defence of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch.
Dr. Hodge had as
his successors two sons who, during the later
criticism,

years of his

life

acted as his colleagues: Dr.

Archibald Alexander Hodge, a man of less
learning than his father but, as I think, of
more genius, took the chair of Systematic
Theology.
He was distinguished by keen
metaphysical insight and a marvellous power of
extemporaneous expression. Dr. Caspar Wistar Hodge succeeded to the chair of New

He was a man of resane and penetrating
judgment, and singularly reverent in his attiFollowing Dr.
tude toward the Scriptures.
Testament Literature.
scholarship,

fined

Hodge
ature

of

in the chair of

New

came Dr. Purves, the

Testament Liter-

pupil succeeding his

Hodge had succeeded his. Dr.
Purves after several years of service in the
Seminary resigned his position to take the
same pulpit in New York which Dr. James
W. Alexander had taken years before. Dr.
Purves was one of those rare men who comteacher as Dr.

bined

in

equal degree the qualities of an exact

scholar and a popular preacher.

Dr. Moffat, a
ship,

man

of fine classical scholar-

succeeded Dr. Miller in the department

Coming to his position
of Church History.
from the chair of Greek in the College of
New Jersey, it was not to be expected that he
would feel a deep interest in the discussion of

I
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subtleties.
He preferred to look
church history on its literary side and he
accordingly presented the story of the church’s
life in the form of flowing and interesting
narrative. Dr. Aiken served the Seminary with
unfailing ability and fidelity during the twenty
years of his life among us, bringing to the
work of his chair the resources of a broad
and exact scholarship and, though labouring
under the great disadvantage of growing enfeeblement during the later years of his life,

theological
at

is

;

still

tience

remembered as one who with great paand self-sacrifice devoted himself to the

defence of the gospel.
Dr. McGill was a professor in the Semi-

nary as far back as when
here

:

a

man

of

great

I

was

subtlety

a student

of

thought,

mighty in the Scriptures, singularly copious
and felicitous in prayer, an exceptionally fine
teacher of homiletics and an able defender of
the Presbyterian form of church government,
though i confess that in his zeal for a jure
divino polity he sometimes seemed to me to
put a burden upon certain proof texts greater
than they were able to bear. Dr. Paxton succeeded Dr. McGill, bringing with him the ripe
experiences of large pastorates in Pittsburgh

and

New

York, particularly

in

that

historic

—

church in the latter city whose members
refer especially to the Lenox family have
done so much for this Seminary and for our
Church at large. He was no novice in the department of Homiletics for he had lectured
on this subject before, both in Pittsburgh and
New York; and the art of preaching had enlisted his deepest interest during his entire

—

ministry.

These men of course were not all alike; but
all spoke the same thing and there were
no divisions among them. There may be some
they
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day and never in larger proportion than today a number of men who when they speak
to students in regard to the work upon wltich
they are about to enter can speak out of an
affluent ministerial experience.
But of course
it would hardly do to say that every professor
in a theological seminary should first of all go
through the apprenticeship of pastoral ex-

—

perience.

We

should at least find

difficult

it

view to the attitude we have
taken toward some of the most distinguished
men who have adorned the chairs of this
Seminary.
Dr. Charles Hodge never had a
pastorate so far as my knowledge goes. Dr.
Addison Alexander was never a pastor. Dr.
Green I believe was a pastor for a short time
but I do not suppose that his experience in that
to adjust such a

was of much help to him as a studOld Testament criticism. Dr. Caspar
Wistar Hodge was a pastor for a few years
capacity
ent of

but

imagine that this can be regarded as a
element in his equipment for the

I

negligible

chair

of

New

Testament Literature.
It is
man can no longer enter

safe to say that a

upon

a

professorship

that

calls

exact

for

scholarship and wide reading after long service in the pastorate and hope to render the

kind and degree of service that is expected of
a professor in these days. The reason is ob-

The

vious.

functions of the pastor and the

professor have been so differentiated in these

years

later

church

has

that

the

no time

minister
for

the

of

a

highly specialized learning, and the

professorship

a

least

at

in

modern

acquisition

some

of

work of
of

the

departments of the theological curriculum involves such exact knowledge and wide reading that the best results can be hoped for only
in one who enters early in life upon the duties
of his chair and gives his undivided interest

advantage in giving students object lessons in
independent thinking by allowing them to hear

to

the

opinions of one professor flatly contradicted by the teaching of another professor in

logical

an adjoining classroom.

stood but lest there should be any misapprehension as to what that attitude is, I wish to
say a word, even at the risk of taxing your

But this advantage,
whatever it be, is in my humble judgment more
than counterbalanced by the advantage of the
institutional solidarity which has been so conspicuously manifested in the history of Princeton Theological Seminary.
Some of the men
to whom I have referred brought with them
the ripe results of a long experience in the

This is a matter for which we
should be profoundly grateful. There should
always be in the Seminary as there are to-

pastorate.

—

it.

The

theological attitude of Princeton

Seminary

is

I

Theo-

think pretty well under-

:

somewhat, in regard to our theoI do not for a moment deny
that there may be a place in the world for an
institution, the professors of which work in
the unhampered exercise of their judgment in

patience

logical position.

search for theological truth, but in the
nature of the case the seminary which is ec-

the

clesiastical in its origin

which does

its

and relationships and

work under

the rubric of con-
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fessional obligations cannot have that sort of

Princeton Theological Seminary as
you all know is the creature of the Presbyterian General Assembly and is committed by
the terms of its Constitution to the propagation and defence of the Reformed Theology.

freedom.

Therefore you need not be surprised to be
hundred years of its history it has been a conservative institution.
told that during the

Now

I

am

misgivings

in

least of

regard

have

all

I

conservatism

to

any
in

theology; but then there are several kinds of
conservatism; and if you will bear with me
will say a

word or two

in

regard to some of

these forms of conservatism.

There

is

ready to go out and preach the word, then in
God’s name let them go and may God bless
them. I have nothing to say against this sort
of conservatism, but I ought to say at the
same time that this is not the type of conservatism which we are seeking to illustrate
here.

not ashamed of being conservative

on any subject, and

I

got there without being led there, and they
with this supreme unchallenged assumption are

for example,

what

Then again

may

call the

enthusiasm.

made

not free in his search for
handicapped by having his
conclusions made for him in advance and
that he knows when he begins his inquiry just
what is to be looked for at the end of the
truth,

that he

road.

There

this criticism

out some assumptions.

I

Just what these as-

sumptions shall be will depend upon circumYou do not expect a political economist for example to preface his lectures with
a theory of the universe though some theory
of the universe must underlie what he has to
say.
It may therefore very easily happen that
a man who starts with the assumption that the
Bible is the word of God may do very valuable work as an expounder of the Bible
though he know but little of the arguments
wherewith his assumption is discredited. If
in our chairs of historical criticism our object is so to discuss the question regarding
the authorship of the books of the New Testament, that our students may thereby be the
stances.

more confident of

their

position

as

to

the

Divine authority of the New Testament, who
shall say that those who without any minute
acquaintance with contrary positions already
believe in that authority may not do a most
important work in the presentation of the

congregations?
If a man should say to me, “I take the Bible
This is my great asas the word of God.
sumption
and with such fluency of speech
and power of exposition as have been given
truths

of

Scripture

to

their

;

preach it to the world”, I for my
part am ready to say that he is fulfilling a
most important function. If our object in our
chairs of historical criticism is to lead men
to a sure knowledge that the Bible is God’s
word; and there are men who have already
to me,

I

-The objection will immediately

that he

conservatism of ignorance. I do not use the
expression in any disparaging sense; and what
is more I have great respect for conservatism
cannot
of the kind I have mentioned.
well begin our work in any department with-

We

the conservatism of the

is

man, that is to say, may feel that
he holds a brief for a certain opinion or set
of opinions and that he is called upon to defend these opinions with a certain amount of
be

I

there

A

advocate.

is

is

a certain amount of force in

is

which

do not overlook, though
But
is made of it.
we must be careful, in acknowledging the element of justice in the criticism, not to fall
think that far too

I

much

common

into the very

mistake of supposing

that a man’s position as an advocate operates
to the prejudice of his full

may

Biassed he

facts.

need not

be.

When

the

be,

knowledge of the
but ignorant he

muniments of

title

are

counsel knows the strength of his opponent’s case
quite as well as he does himself. He is none
the less possessed of legal knowledge and
forensic skill because he has espoused a cause
and advocates it with the warmth of a partisan.
He may not be as dispassionate as the
judge, but he ought to know quite as well as
the judge the full value of the facts.
It is
assailed

it

is

likely that the defendant’s

quite possible

however that an apologete may

come

that he has espoused

to

feel

a cause

And under
honest man he

that he cannot honestly defend.

these circumstances
will

throw down

the case.

our

I

if

he

his

an

and

retire

from

am

Princeton

not ashamed to admit that
theologians have to a great

extent been advocates.
their function

is

brief

was

They have

felt

that

forensic as well as didactic.

They have spoken and written in the warm
glow of enthusiasm. They have used well
the weapons of controversy, and they have
to their thoughts through
vocabulary of invective, ridicule
and sarcasm, and in the use of the hot rhetoric
I
of telling phrase and pungent argument.

given

expression

the copious
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confess

that

I

miss this

that

we

lose

in

the

in

discussions of to-day, and

I

theological

sometimes think

we gain

force what

in

po-

liteness.

There

is

however a third type of conserv-

atism; and that

the conservatism of calm

Now

this

toward open questions

titude

more

is

conviction.

scientific

suited

to

scientific

theology

in

the psychological

atis

climate in

which we live to-day. Men feel that epithets
are not arguments and that you can get better
and more permanent results through a calm
statement of the facts than you can through
sympaI
fine writing and florid rhetoric.
And still
thize with this view very heartily.
I miss the enthusiasm of the old controverand I would like to remind the
sies too
younger theologians of the fact that they are
;

defenders as well as investigators. Princeton
Seminary it is true has taken a leading place
in theological

herself

controversy; but she has shewn

capable

also

of

placid

scientific

in-

and we have a good illustration of both
the polemic and the scientific conservatism
of the Seminary in the controversial articles
of Dr. Charles Hodge on the one hand and
in his “Systematic Theology” on the other.
Let us remember then that Princeton Seminary by its constitution is committed to that
body of Divinity known as the Augustinian
quiry,

This theology presupposes of course the great truths of Natural
Theology and the Divine authority of the
or Calvinistic Theology.

Bible.
The whole area of controversial theology was therefore properly within the purview of the Princeton theologians. Still the
great debates were on grounds which presupposed the theological prolegomena to which
I have just referred.
In the early days of the
Seminary’s life philosophy did not enter largely into the reading of a minister.
In fact
philosophy was very little read by anybody.
Mr. Riley in his book on American Philosophy
brings together the evidence of philosophical
activity in this country during the eighteenth

and early part of the nineteenth century but
it makes a poor shewing.
There was some
idealism in New Haven; Priestley had a few
followers in Pennsylvania; and there was
some literary and a somewhat amateurish pantheism in New England: but philosophy was
not a large factor in our theology; and in our
philosophy of common
sense was what was generally taught.
It is
likewise true that acute interest in the quescolleges

the

Scottish
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Higher Criticism came at a later
were slow to recognize the immigration of German thought as having any
important bearing upon our theological life.
Accordingly theological controversy was largetions of the

We

date.

We

disof an interdenominational sort.
cussed Presbyterianism versus Prelacy; and
infant baptism in opposition to those who dehad debates
nied its Scriptural warrant.
on the Trinity, the Divinity of Christ.
fought over again the battle between Calvinly

We

We

ism and Arminianism; and against the sects
up to contradict it, we defended the

that rose

traditional

of

doctrine

future

retribution.

These discussions for the most part proceeded
upon exegetical grounds, each side maintaining that its position was the doctrine of the
Bible, and neither disputing that the Bible
was authoritative. In all these discussions
Princeton Seminary bore an honorable part
and rendered important service. There was
also in the family of churches holding the Reformed Theology an intra-Calvinistic development.

Under

the

influence

of

New

the

England theologians such as Emmons, Hopkins, Edwards, Taylor and Park there grew
up certain modifications of the Calvinistic
system which constitute a very important
chapter in the history of opinion in America.

always had great respect for the New EngI used to read them and
have never ceased to admire them, and by that
I mean that I still cherish the admiring recollection I have of them.
They were original,
These discussions
they were independent.
were largely ethico-metaphysical. They dwelt
on the problem of God’s relation to the
world, and of the human will. They entered
with great minuteness of discrimination into
I

land theologians.

anthropological

inquiries

respecting

original

and the distinction between natural and
moral inability.
Our friends in New England did a great work and as I have already
intimated opened a splendid chapter in the
sin

history of opinion.

with

They

built the tabernacle

regard to the plans and specifications of their architects.
We have nothing
but admiration for the fine lines of the structure but we somehow feel that they departed
strict

somewhat from

the pattern

shown us

in

the

Mount.

Now Princeton Seminary it should be said
never contributed anything to these modifications of the Calvinistic system.
She went
on defending the traditions of the Reformed

:
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Theology. You may say she was not origiperhaps so, but then, neither was she
provincial.
She had no oddities of manner,
nal

:

no shibboleths, no pet phrases, no theological
labels, no trademark.
She simply taught the
old Calvinistic Theology without modification
and she made obstinate resistance to the modifications

proposed elsewhere as being

in their

results subversive of the Reformed
There has been a New Haven theology
and an Andover theology; but there never
was a distinctively Princeton theology. Princeton’s boast, if she have reason to boast at
all, is her unswerving fidelity to the theology
of the Reformation. Semper eadem is a motto that would well befit her.
The theological position of Princeton Seminary is exactly the same to-day that it was a
hundred years ago. This may seem like a

hoping that by and by there will be a reaction
and that some of our philosophical friends
will reconsider their hasty attitude toward the
feel

come

into fashion again.

Has not modern philosophy made
cult,

sitions

faith.

may

stitution

in

make about a living invery progressive age.

We

this

have of course put a new interpretation on
and in other particuthe “days” of Genesis
lars have used the results of science to help
;

us
I

in

am

the

interpretation

speaking

of

now however

the

Scriptures.

of the distinctive

of

things.

new

material

for

studying the historical problems connected
with the origin and growth of Biblical Literature.
We have a better text of the New
Testament and a better understanding of the
meaning of the New Testament than were
possessed by those to whom this Seminary
owes the beginnings of its life. But have

any of these improvements made necessary
any modification of our belief as to the authority of Scripture or as to the dogmatic conI am not aware of
tent of the Scripture?
Why then should our
any such necessity.
I can
doctrinal position undergo a change?
think of several things that might be said in
reply to this question, but I do not feel that
any of them should influence us very materDo you mean to tell us I can imagine
ially.
someone saying that you still adhere to that
old theology of the Reformers which men in
I
these days have so generally abandoned?
am not aware to begin with that it is so generally abandoned.
But if it were that would
not prove it to be untrue. It would only prove
Professor James
that it is not fashionable.
remarks somewhere in one of his later books

—

that

us

“souls

are not

nevertheless

—

Some

fashionable”.

go on believing

in

of

“souls”,

know

that certain forms of philo-

incompatible with

dogdo not know of any
necessity for adopting those forms of philosophical opinion.
Can you continue to hold,
one may ask, the numerical distinction between
God and the world in view of the teaching of
contemporary metaphysic? Quite as well, I
answer, as we could when Spinoza identified
natura naturans and naturata.
All philosophers are not pantheists and if they were, I
should not feel under obligation to accept
I know that pyschology is intheir teaching.
vading the field of theology and some of its
are

matic Christianity, but

are

representatives

I

trying

to

explain

“con-

version” by expressing the change involved in

My
terms of a natural process.
that they have met with very indifferent success in their endeavor to desupernaturalize conversion
but it interests me to
it

of

else

not aware of that state of

opinion

judgment

possession

some one

theology,

am

I

I

sophical

dogmatic content of the Reformed Theology.
in

old

the

ask.

We

are

diffi-

it

not impossible, to maintain the po-

if

logical

strange statement to

our nature. This is the way
toward the old theology.
It may

spiritual side of

we

the

in

is

:

notice that just

now when

the ministers seem

disposed to stop talking about conversion the
psychologists are turning their attention to it.
Still again it may be said that the Christian
consciousness

if it

has not changed the mean-

ing of the great doctrines of Christianity has

given us a

new

scale of values in regard to

But that

them.

is

only on the assumption

that the so-called Christian consciousness has

a right to supplement the Scriptures or conIf there is any
argument based on the

tradict their obvious meaning.

value

at

all

the

in

Christian consciousness,
the

New

sion

of

Testament
the

is

religious

period in which

it

it

is

itself

to the effect that

only an expres-

consciousness

was written

;

of

the

and may there-

fore be set aside by the Christian consciousness of to-day whenever the religious experI
iences of the two periods do not coincide.
should like to know however by what pro-»
cess we could secure a consensus of opinion
that might be taken as an expression of the
religious consciousness of to-day, and I should

like to

possess

know moreover what authority it would
What basis should we
if we had it.

;
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have for religious certitude once we conceded
is found in the

that our only reason for faith
religious

and that

consciousness,

ligious consciousness of yesterday

as
is

the

re-

set aside

by the religious consciousness of to-day, so
also the religious consciousness of to-day

to

not a difference in the interpretation of the
Scripture but a difference of attitude toward
Scripture which makes the old theology

the

modern mind.

of belief, he would say,

Grammarian and

or historical criticism.
ian have had

little

theological position.

ings

— say

Our change

not due to exegesis

is

We

those of Paul

logic-

do with our changed

to

—

reverence the writbut we do not read

them literally; we see in their concrete statements the embodiment of great transcendental ideas.

This

is

is

either

then but one honest course
give up the Scriptures as

may

by the religious consciousness of tomorrow.
Once more our objector may say that it is

unpalatable to the

follow:

no longer having authority, or take them at
their face value and in their plain and obvious
meaning.

But when

contradicted

be

There

tended.
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an implied admission that

if

say that the theological position

I

Seminary has remained unvery free to admit that the issues
of to-day are different from those of a former
generation. The Calvinistic theology is a view
Princeton

of

changed

I

am

of the world which takes account of the whole
field

of

human

its

purview.

and destiny

falls

within

Believing in the existence of a

God we

personal

All in fact that per-

conduct.

tains to being, duty

feel

bound

to interpret

all

events in the terms and under the great cate-

gory of the Divine purpose.
the Incarnation

we must

included in that purpose.
salvation

is

through

If

we

believe in

believe that
If

faith,

it

we
is

it

was

believe that

very hard to

we do

read Paul literally it is hard to escape
the conclusion that Paul believed what the

escape the conviction that both the salvation

Christian world has always supposed that he

to be included in that purpose.

believed.

And

the

issue

am

I

convinced

is

whether we shall go on believing in
what Paul teaches or give him up altogether.
I cannot attach much value to what I have
just referred to as a new attitude toward
Paul and the other writers of the New Testament. And yet I would not be wilfully blind
to a certain element of truth that may underlie this view of the matter.
For I am not prepared to say that the language of the New
Testament with its imagery borrowed from the
world of sense adequately expresses all that it
really

was intended
to

to convey.

am

I

say that there are not

not prepared

some great

ideas

world of spiritual values
which Paul’s language borrowed from the
world of fact but imperfectly adumbrated.
Be that as it may, however, it is still true that
when we impute to Paul a meaning which in
all probability had never entered his mind
and deny to his words the meaning that h«
evidently meant them to have, we are handling
the word of God deceitfully: and whether we
do so in the icy speech of Hegelian philosophy
after the style of Edward Caird in his Gifford
Lectures, or in the fervid words of a vague
and almost pietistic mysticism after the manner of Father Tyrrell in his “Christianity at
the Crossroads” matters not.
In either case
pertaining

we

to

the

are reading into the

the writers of the

New

New

Testament what
Testament never in-

and the

faith

which

is

instrumental to

All problems of ethics,

all

it

are

questions of duty,

phases of individual and social morality are
therefore legitimately within the sphere of the
all

All the moral sciences
Calvinistic theology.
and all the speculations of philosophers in regard to human conduct must come under the
view of him who looks upon conduct as related to a supreme norm of Right and an ideal
conception of the Good. In the nature of the
case therefore we must occupy a great deal of
territory in common with our brethren in
other communions. With our friends in the
Roman Catholic Church we protest against all
forms of naturalistic and pantheistic philosophy; and we share with them the common
heritage of the Christian world as it is embodied in the Nicene and Chalcedonian theology.
With our brethren in the Lutheran,
Anglican and Arminian communions we hold
to the great principles of Protestantism and
repudiate the corruptions of doctrine which
have crept into the church of Rome. And
more than that, the things wherein we agree
with our brethren of other Christian communions are more important than those in which

we

differ.

We

can therefore enter cordially

into sympathetic relation with the irenic spirit

which is so characteristic of our times and
without ignoring or pushing into the background the distinguishing features of the
Reformed Theology.
Those distinguishing
:
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need not say concern the position of
in regard to the Divine purpose and the doctrines of grace in relation to that purpose.
I know you will understand me when I say that the points which
distinguish our theology are not necessarily
those of greatest controversial importance at
the present day. Intrinsically they are as important as they ever were, but relatively they
are of less importance. In other words, there
has been a subsidence of interest in regard to
some questions due largely to the emergence

be idle to say as some perhaps may say that
we can afford to be indifferent to the questions

other and

of a naturalistic construction of the phenomena
of the world upon the attitude which men as-

features

the

I

Reformed Theology

of acute controversial

more fundamental

interest

in

Men

issues.

are not dis-

cussing the question regarding the subjects or
the

mode of

The day

baptism.

of hot con-

troversy between Calvinists and Arminians has
passed.

Men

are

not

writing

treatises

on

They are not discussing the question of Adamic relationship or of

theories of inspiration.
this, that

and the other view of the atonement.

The reason

is

not that these questions are of

no importance or of
I

think there

is

importance

little

far too

—

much

—though

indifference to

mooted

philosophy and history, since our reone that is rooted in a personal relation to Jesus and makes no demand upon us
in

ligion is

for metaphysical subtlety or historical erudi-

For the value that we attach to our

tion.

personal relation to Jesus must depend upon
the place which Jesus occupies in the scale of
is the question which
under discussion at the present day. We are
being made familiar every day with the effect

being: and that precisely
is

sume toward
those

who

Jesus.

There are for example

think that Jesus was a normal man,

pure-minded and the teacher of an exalted
type of morality

who was

cut off in the begin-

ning of his days, but not before he became
the founder of the Christian religion. They
look upon the supernatural elements of his
life as the additions of a later generation of
his followers

who

fitted to

him the prophecies
him the

of the Old Testament and imputed to

significance but to the fact that the
thought of the theological world has been occupied in recent years and is still occupied with
questions which bear more radically upon the
truth and value of historic Christianity. Into
the discussion of these questions I do not pro-

supernatural elements regarding his birth and

pose to enter. But I am safe in saying that
the emphasis of contemporary debate is placed
upon questions that are in their nature philosophical and historical.
If the Bible is a

some

their

Divine Revelation there

is

no

practically

diffi-

culty in ascertaining the dogmatic content of
Christianity.
But is it? That is the fundamental question with which Christian theologians are called to deal. That question involves a number of historical inquiries in regard to the origin of the books that constitute
the Bible. These inquiries again are in many
cases conditioned by the theory of the universe
which constitutes the philosophical presupposition of those who enter upon historical inI am
far from saying that all
vestigation.

who

accept the results of negative criticism

are advocates of a naturalistic or pantheistic

view of the world.
that

for

the

naturalistic

But

man who
philosophy,

it

is

holds
a

quite

certain

an antisuper-

supernaturalistic

Nor is it too much
theology is impossible.
to say that antisupernaturalistic bias has been
the determining influence in

much

torical criticism of the last century.

of the hisIt

would

resurrection

Some

which we find

of those

are very

much

the creed of
lieved.

I

who

in

the

Gospels.

take this view of Jesus

interested

Jesus—that

is

in

in

what they call
what Jesus be-

can understand that there

may be

intellectual interest in discovering

what

Jesus believed, just as there is in finding out
what Confucius or Plato believed.
But I
cannot attach much importance to it.
If
Jesus was a human being like the rest of us
and his range of vision was limited to his
times, I fail to see any great advantage in

knowing what he

believed.

He

did not

know

the Copernican theory of astronomy, he had

no knowledge of the doctrine of evolution and
therefore had not seen how that doctrine has
effected the entire philosophy of conduct.

This

human

to accept as
I

am

being, however,

embodying

men

are willing

their ethical ideal

safe in saying that with

:

and

some people

Christianity consists in regarding Jesus as an

Let us give a moment’s thought
view of Christianity. It is quite clear
that if Jesus is simply an ideal man we need
no faith in God as the presupposition of our
attachment to Jesus.
An atheist may be a
good father and a public-spirited citizen; he
may admire the character of Jesus and be willing to join a society, membership in which
consists simply in a promise to live according
ethical ideal.

to this

—

:
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to the teachings of Jesus; atheistic Christianity

therefore quite a possibility and if by and
by we have an organization of atheistic ChrisBut
tians we need not evince any surprise.
that is noc all; for if Jesus is simply an exis

ponent of ideal morality, there would seem to
be no need of the historic Jesus. It is not the
man Jesus but the ideal embodied in him that
is

of value; and

all efforts

to realize that ideal

own lives will proceed upon the basis
corresponds to the judgments of moral
value of which we find ourselves in possession.
No great harm would follow therefore if we
in

our

that

it

him

lost the historic Jesus altogether; as lose

we

are very likely to do

naturalistic

methods of

if

we

follow the

historical criticism to

their logical results.

*[But you will not be left in undisputed
Along
of your normal Jesus.
come a set of men who say, “This Jesus whom
you are admiring, and who you so confidently
affirm is the founder of Christianity, is only a
mere man and a very limited sort of a person;
he is a visionary, in fact. What sort of a man
His
is he to be the founder of a religion?
ethics were but an interimistic code after alL
Do not worry about the ethics of the family
in the resurrection nobody will marry or be
given in marriage. Do not trouble about the
question of patriotic duty the whole world
possession

—

will collapse

before very long.”

wonder men turn from

Oh

!

I

don’t

this limited Jesus

and

“This philosophic movement in society
that has revolutionized the world calls for a
greater than He and a greater than He is the
man, who, wheresoever and whencesoever
came his ideas, comes forward with the great
say,

conception of a divine Christ, risen from the
grave, who by blood atonement makes a way

Paul is the greater man.”
strange they say that?
Certainly not.

of salvation.

when they had

Paul’s

writings

thrown

Is

it

And
out,

John’s Gospel thrown out as the idealistic product of a later century, and the Synoptics

brought down into the second century, they
thought they had time enough for the development of a myth between the period assigned to
the life of Christ

Gospels

and the period of writing the

Then what happened?

else, it has done this: it has
pushed the Synoptic Gospels back, and the
Gospel of Mark back before the destruction

Owing

Dr. Patton’s illness, the section inclosed in brackets has not been revised by him, but
is transcribed from the stenographic notes.
to

of Jerusalem, back into the sixties, back into
the fifties; I don’t know how far back; but so
far back that it would be impossible in the
nature of things for a myth to grow up between the death of Christ and the origin of
the Gospels. But some of them say “We must
have a myth on the basis of the life of

—

Christ, limited as that life was,

we must have

a myth that will explain the growth of Christianity,” and back they go one hundred years
to the apocalyptic conceptions of Judaism,

and

him

far

make a

pre-Christian Jesus, putting

enough back

to find in

him a proper

historical

Mrs. Humphrey Ward has brought her theological attainments so far up to date as to have accepted the doctrine of the pre-Christian Jesus
in her latest book.
basis for the Christian religion.

I

mind having these men

don’t

quarrel with each other;
biting

I

like

out and

fall

to

read the

sarcasm with which they attack one

another, because

I

feel

may come

when they

fall

out the

own. But the position which they have brought us to is this
You cannot get the Synoptic Gospels out, and
you are reduced to the position of putting your
story back far enough to make it a myth, or
of standing by the simple, plain narrative of
the supernatural as it lies there on the face of
the Gospels themselves. I do not care which
of these views you take, but I want you to
feel that the issue is sharp between a natural
human Jesus and the ever living and incarnate
Jesus, between a Christianity that is supernatural in its inception and a Christianity
that can be explained by a system of natural

old faith

into

its

causation.

Now, when you have explained

it
on the
and eliminated the
supernatural, it is a religion for this world
and it has no reference to a world to come.
You can make Jesus what you like, and say,
if you like,
that he is a prototype of the
modern socialist, but whatever you say this remains, he and his methods have nothing to do

basis of natural causation

the boundaries of this earthly life.
Abolish poverty if you can, but you can not
abolish death
give us pure food and better
sanitation, equalize the luxuries of happiness
in as large a measure as you can.
It makes
no difference; it is but a little time until the

outside

;

If criticism

has done nothing

*
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rich

man

man

will leave his

to both

will

and

leave his plenty and the poor

want; death

will

come

to say with respect to eternal life.

alike

word
Why, you

to neither has the Gospel a
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‘Things are not as bad as that; you are
men who lie between
the extreme orthodox party and the extreme

onward way, until, at last, in an unhappy moment she struck the iceberg of historical criticism, and down she went to a fathomless

humanistic party; these men are not radicals;
they are not liberals; they are not fanatical
As for us, we have our doubts
Christians.

grave.

say,

overlooking a class of

about the bodily resurrection, and the virgin
we cannot get rid
of the Messianic consciousness or of the feeling that Jesus was in closer touch with God

birth, but for the life of us

Are you ready to take that view of ChristiOh! you who think perhaps that a
Theological Seminary' is a place where men
spin gossamer webs of metaphysical divinity,

anity?

get heated in controversy over the dating of
a

few books, and discuss the

relative merits

than any one else.” Well, my friends, when
you have the supernatural eliminated, I do not
see how you can attach much importance to

of various theories of the atonement,
you to understand what the real issue

Messianic consciousness; I do not see how
you can help having some one say: “This Jesus
was not merely visionary, but was really insane.” You come and tell me that he is the
All that you know about God
ideal man.
you see in him. Oh, yes, my friends, I see
that. I see. in other words, that you are ready

entangling alliance of religion and history,

this

to pay flattering compliments to Jesus,

now

you have robbed yourself of the very
argument that will justify them. What have
you done? You have stripped him of the
that

insignia

now

that

of

Divine

royalty.

you pin upon

What

boots

his breast the

it

gaudy

minimizing theology?
My
friends, I want you to understand it, I want
you to know that if this view be true, these
minimizing utterances be correct, we are absolutely no better off to-day than they were in
the days of Thales, Pythagoras and Democritus.
We have had Platonists, we have had
Stoics, and idealists and materialists, and we
have had agnostics in abundance throughout
the centuries and to-day we are no better
off
than were those old philosophers of
How we have
Greece. It is a sad position.]
boasted of Christianity. How we have looked
upon it as the only ark of safety. How we
have urged men the world over to take refuge
This proud
in it and have God shut them in.
ship of Christianity
we have freighted her
with all our hopes and we have embarked in
her the fortunes of our souls. She has plowed
the ocean this well nigh two thousand years;
she has weathered the storms of persecution;
she has sailed through the fogs of superstition; she has encountered the collisions of
philosophy; she has been swept from stem
to stern by great waves of scepticism, but in
spite of it all, we have paced the decks with
a sense of unwavering security; we have felt
sure no wind could harm her; no sea could
swamp her; no obstacle arise to check her
decorations of

a

!

want
and

I

is,

when Mr. Lovejoy would have us break
want

know whether you

to

Do you

ation?

realize the situ-

hear with calm complacency
the order that is given to

and unconcern
leave the proud ship of

Christianity,

the boats of philosophy?

and lower

Are you ready

to

dory of philosophy and, under
an unlighted sky, look out over the waste of
black water and hope that somehow or some
sit in

your

I

are ready to have

Do you

that alliance broken.

the

little

way or some when you will drift to some
shore of happy destiny? Is that your position?
You have cut loose from history, but
you can’t cut loose from reason. What are
your prospects?

are sure of your

own

selfhood.

You
You have

satisfied

yourself

that

mechanism cannot explain the world. Some
will tell you of a pluralistic universe of separate souls bound together by no common tie.
Some will tell you that our separate selfhoods
are only momentary manifestations of an infinite self
and some again will tell you that
;

there

is

and the

You

will

a numerical distinction between

God

which he has created.
argue, and you will do well to do so,

finite

spirits

that the truths of reason point unmistakably

God. You will say that these judgments
of worth and value need God to give them
to

meaning.

Men

of the world

will tell

you that the religions
among them are

— Christianity

—

simply separate modes of God’s manifestation
of himself.
You have ideals that you say

ought to be realized and which are index
fingers pointing like prophecies to a world to
come. You call this man good, and this man
bad, this man is brave and that man a coward.
What do you mean? You look forward to
the fulfillment of your ideals; look back, look

down: where did you

way

get these ideals?

They

broad process of
change which has adjusted you to an environment and which makes it possible for you to
are but nature’s

in the
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live.

A

ception.

are the victims of a wholesale degigantic imposture has been prac-

upon mankind

tised

order that nature might

in

secure to herself the perpetuating of the

What

of humanity.

Are you going

to

life

are you going to say?

say you have no interest

philosophy and that these things

do not
concern you? You repeat, “I don’t care what
philosophers may say, I believe in historical
in

you do, have you no inDo you not desire to
help them, to prevent them from making shipwreck of their own hopes? Have you no interest in shewing them that the philosophy
which robs the world of Christ and religion
of God, that puts the world of ideals under
the imperious sway of meaningless fact, which
makes the word “is” the be all and end all
of existence and has no place for ethical
norms and moral obligation, is only one way
of explaining the facts of the universe; and
If

Christianity.”

terest in other people?

there

that

same

the

another way, a better way, a
logical way of construing

is

safer way, a

more

facts,

which

will

rehabilitate us in

our old faith in God and in Jesus Christ
whom he has sent; will save us from the disappointment that speaks in the bitterness of

“We

had hoped that this was
Israel”; and from the
depths of the despairing pessimism which says,
“They have taken away my Lord and I know
not where they have laid him”.
Wouldn’t
you like to help them? My friends this is
what this Seminary is for. Will you help us?
Will you give us libraries, will you give us
professors, will you give us men with special
learning and peculiar aptitude to enlist in the
greatest work the world can do?
Will you
do it?
Will the great, rich Presbyterian
Church say “No” to Princeton Seminary which
is ready to do what needs to be done, and
withhold from her the sinews of war? I put
this upon the conscience of the great Church
regret and says,

he

who would redeem

am privileged to serve. And my colleagues, my friends, my brothers, what are we
for?
What can we do in the face of what
that

I

some
think
rally

regard

we

as an appalling disaster?
I
can do something. I think we can

the crew

we can

and cheer them up;

stop a panic

among

I

think

the passengers and

them know that the ship is safe. I think
some of us and I speak the
more confidently because I am not included
in the number
there are some of us who have
let

that there are

—

—

a right to speak in the expression of expert
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and declare with the authority of
ample knowledge that no harm has come to
the ship, but that she will go prosperously on.
I
admit there are two ways of looking at
theological study.
There is a scientific way,
and there is a large place for it, where we regard men of every shade of opinion as with
us, engaged in the same scientific pursuit, dispassionately seeking to get the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth.
There is a
place for philosophic calm and the placidities
of scientific inquiry.
But there is another
view. These men who are arrayed against us
are the King’s enemies, and we who hold comopinion

missions

as

officers

in

army owe

his

commission that we draw sword

that

to

it

in

de-

fence of the King’s dominions.
“Soldiers

And
Strong

of

Christ,

arise!

gird your armor on,
in the strength

which God supplies

Through His Eternal Son.”

And you my

friends,

who

are about to go out

after the period of training in this Theological

Seminary, bear with me if I say a single word
you on the nature of your calling. If you
go out with a feeling that you are simply
representing the moral aspect of society, that
your great work is to engage in the developto

ment of

your great obconsidered as an authority on
civic righteousness, if your rallying cry be the
uplift of society, which means, in its last
analysis, simply more luxury for the poor and

more

social morality, that

to be

ject is

self-denial

for

the

rich,

then

let

me

you that you have misunderstood the real
meaning of your work. You are to bring a
message of hope from another world to dying
men.
Your thought must move in a trantell

scendental

sphere

of

unseen

realities.

are called to deal with a set of emigrants
are setting sail for another shore; your
is

much

not so

to

You
who
work

furnish them luxuries on

the voyage as to put into their hands a pass-

port that will be useful to them
land.

Men

will

deride your

when they

message;

will

challenge your credentials; they will speak of

your work
disdain.

surrender

in the patronizing

You
to

will

the

tone of worldly

sometimes be tempted to
current

of

anti-Christian

But be strong. Know well the
strength of the cause which you have espoused
and be unwavering in your loyalty to it, and
remember that no small part of your duty
is to
see to it that you earnestly contend
for the faith once delivered unto the saints.

sentiment.

—
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ADDRESS OF ROBERT ELIOT

long record of the years.
Through these
sacred walls there have passed between five
and six thousand men, one-half again as many

SPEER,

D.D.
Princeton on the Misssion Field.

The

name

first

in the biographical catalogue

Seminary

what

ought
the name of a home missionary, John

of Princeton
to be,

who

Covert,

just

is

entered the Institution at

ated with the

of

class

first

home missionary

and Georgia.

teen students, six

home

of

In that

in

One

in the

life

South Caroof six-

first class

names are entered

missionaries.

be-

1815,

spent the three years of his brief

ministry as a

its

was graduand then

ginning, pursued the full course,

lina

it

as

names

of these men, in

love for the unfortunate, gave the last years

of his

life

prison.

A

as chaplain in our most famous

second, as city missionary,

on our most famous

city

worked

thoroughfare of hu-

from any other theological
seminary in the land; and one out of every

as have gone out

men has gone into the formay not say how many have
the home mission field, for not one
long list who have wrought here in

thirteen of these

eign

field.

gone into
of

all

the

We

America but has woven his life into the
character and destiny, into the very making
of our nation. But more than four hundred
and ten men, not counting foreign students or
those who have spent their lives among the
American Indian tribes, have gone to the distinctively foreign fields of the church; more
than half again as many as have gone from
any other institution in the land. Oberlin, I

man need. The four others were flung in a
long line from Georgia to Wisconsin.
And
that same class, as we have already been reminded, gave Dr. William A. McDowell for

believe, leads

seventeen years’ service as Secretary to the

far as I have gathered information, Princeton

Assembly’s Board of

Home

who

see,

the

laid

missionary

foreign

foundations of the
of
our

organization

Church.
first

five classes that

Seminary, the

roll in the
is

first

went out from

name found on

the

biographical catalogue in each case

a Home Missionary.
The
foreign missionary who went out from

the

first

name of

from the Class of

the Seminary went

Henry Woodward,

to

work

1818,

for fourteen years

under the American Board as a missionary in
Ceylon, and from that year, down to the
present, there have been only three classes in
all the long history of the Seminary which
have not made their contributions to the foreign

field.

And

those three Classes, 1820, the

Class of Bishop Mcllvaine, 1823, the Class of
Albert Barnes, and 1842, gave one-third of
their entire

of

membership

home missionary

We

gone

As

to the foreign field.

of every thirteen of the students of their two
institutions

having gone abroad.

quarter of the century of

its

In the

first

history Prince-

ton sent forth fifty men; in the second quarter of the century it sent seventy-five; in the
it sent one hundred; and in the last quarter of the century it
sent two hundred. Up to 1875 it sent out one
of every eighteen of its students abroad; since
1875 it has sent out one out of nine. Those
who talk of Christianity as a spent force, of

third quarter of the century

the decline of the missionary conviction, are

men who speak

in

ignorance of the simple

facts of this institution’s life.

In the
the

students, have

Seminary comes next, with Newton, one out

Missions.

There were sixteen men in the second class
as well, and of these sixteen six also entered
home missionary service, and one out of this
class had laid upon him the work of foreign
missions, was ordained in the old Park Street
Church in Boston for that purpose under the
American Board, but was turned aside from
his purpose for work first as an agent of the
American Board in the Middle States and
then as pastor in Delaware and Pennsylvania.
He was the man of faith and of will, as we
shall

our theological seminaries in the
percentage of foreign missionaries, 149 out of
773. or one out of every five and a half of its

to the varied

forms

activity.

look back to-day reverently over the

It

is

impossible here to

way of

do much

in

the

out the great missionary
The class
classes in the Seminary’s history.
of 1902 heads the list with the largest percentage of its matriculated students going out
singling

to the foreign field, thirteen out of fifty-nine,

one out of four and a half. The two classes
come next, having sent out one of every
five, were the Class of 1870 and the Class of
1906. The two classes that come next, having
sent one out of every six, were the classes of
1869 and 1907.
To man after man here to-day his own
that

come back. The memory of faces
“loved long since and lost awhile’’ mingles
with the recollection of great lives that are
class will

still

being lived.

I

can only suggest three or

four of these great classes which stand out

in
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the

list

of

the

Seminary’s

achieving

men.

men were
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of

whom

in

the

first

now on

America,

ston Nevius, founder of churches, trainer of
native leaders, the constructive critic of mis-

an average of nearly thirty years.

1853,

and beloved philanthropist, and
man- of the magic
Southern China, and here at home

policy

sion

Preston, the

Charles
tongue in
to ensure for us a missionary construction of
Christianity, Caspar Wistar Hodge.
F.

There was the Class of 1856, which sent out
Henry Martyn Baird for eleven years of useSecretary of the Foreign and
American Christian Union; Samuel R. Gayley to lead a brief and notable life in northern
ful service as

China; Charles R. Mills, to lead a

life

nota-

Province of Shantung, and two saints of God, if
any such ever breathed, Daniel McGilvary and
Jonathan Wilson, who lived for fifty-three
years in Siam and among the Lao people. In

and

ble

long, thirty-eight years, in the

came recently to
German Club a German naturalist who

the City of
the

Bangkok

there

had been studying trees. “Gentlemen”, said
he, “you think me to be a skeptic, a Rationalist, but I have read the Bible enough to know
about the person of Jesus Christ, and I want
to tell you that the good old missionary with
whom I lodged in Chieng Mai is more like
Jesus Christ than any other man that I have
seen on earth.” He was speaking of Jonathan
Wilson, who with his classmate and beloved
brother Daniel McGilvary, had founded a mission, created a literature and made a people.
Sweet and pleasant were they in their lives
and in their death they were not divided.
The Class of 1867 rises before our minds.
Out of its seventy matriculates it gave Baldwin to Turkey, Butler to China, Dennis to
Syria, Douglas (afterwards member of the
Dominion Congress and Senate in Canada)
and Heyl and Wherry to India, Thomson to
Mexico and Chamberlain to Brazil. It gave
Richard C. Morse also to be the leader of
the Young Men’s Christian Associations of
North America, Dean Griffin to Johns Hop-

which

to

South

the fields

place they went out;
spent over two and one-

men who have

nine

are

and

Asia

over

scattered

five

with Frank F.
Ellinwood, pioneer in the field of comparative
religion, a scholar who was also a statesman,
a leader and a little child, and John Living-

There was the Class of

foreign mission work, with

half centuries in

peat the honorable

roll,

Let

— Chambers

me

re-

and Hub-

bard of Turkey, Howell of Brazil, Imbrie, Miller and Green of Japan, and Lucas and Seeley
And this class gave us also the
of India.
present President of our Board of Foreign
Missions, George Alexander, whose reserve
prevents our expressing to his face our peraffection and for whom accordingly
here to-day to the Seminary’s praise we dare
to speak of the Church’s gratitude and regard.
And it is not only the classes that have sent
out these great groups of strong and influential men to mould the nations at home and

sonal

abroad of which

would speak.

I

I

recall also

the classes that are signalized by the gift of

only some one or two men,

—

1863,

with Hunter

its only and
missionary contribution the
Class of i860 with Charles M. Hyde, a foun-

Corbett, patriarch and apostle, as
sufficient foreign

dation

layer

;

the

in

Class of 1845, with

French

B.

I

the

contribution of John

China and David Trumbull to

to

who buried
new nations.

Chile,

of

Sandwich Islands;
its

their lives at the foundation

stood a few years ago with bared head bemonument in the English cemetery

fore the

and read upon it the
David Trumbull’s memory and

in the City of Valparaiso,

inscription to
career.

was a

It

tribute

to

the

man who

stamped for generations with his high character
city;

the

mercantile community of

who gave

a

great

his life with great affection to

the service of an alien people;

who brought

them the great truths of the Gospel and two
institutes of human liberty, and who, making
the greatest of

all

political

sacrifices

for his

adopted country, transferred to it his citizenship, and passed away in its greatful confidence and love.

And what David Trumbull and John

B.

kins University,

only typical. Of the twentyfour foreign missions of the Presbyterian
Church, nearly two-thirds had their founda-

lege,

tions

Bloomburgh to Lafayette ColSparhawk Jones and Henry Stebbins to
the home ministry and not less than eight men
to home missionary service.
I

think also of the Class of 1870, which sent
membership into the home

three-fifths of its

and foreign field, two-fifths to be home missionaries and one-fifth foreign.
Nine of its

French

did,

is

by men who went out from this
In Africa the founders were John
B. Pinney, of the Class of 1832, who began the
work in Liberia, and Mackey, of the class of
1849, and our honored friend, Dr. Nassau,
whose presence we recognize here to-day, of
the Class of 1859, who were the pioneer buildlaid

Seminary.

•
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of

ers

what

is

work further south
German Kamerun.

the

mission

now

the

in

In India, John C. Lowrie, of the Class of
1833 Morrison, of the Gass of 1837, “the Lion
of the Punjab”; Charles W. Forman, of the
;

Class of 1847, and Owen and Wilson and
Janvier and Orbison and Loewenthal, the linguistic genius, were the founders in India.
Greater men than these never were in these
halls,

world.

nor wrought for God anywhere in the
Far above the names of statesmen, the

Many

names of these men are written.
them will be remembered forever

And

nals of the land that they served.
is

no

judgment uttered

partial

of this anniversary;

it

great Indian Governor,

is

this

warmth

in the

the judgment of a

W. Mackworth Young,

when he came home from

uttered

of

the an-

in

his service

Governor of the Punjab. He
names which the
Punjab bore on its roll of honor, such statesmen as John and Henry Lawrence, Herbert
Edwardes, Donald McLeod, who “honored God
by their lives and endeared themselves to the
people by their faithful work” but he added,
as Lieutenant

called attention to the great

*

“I venture to say that if they could speak to

us from the great unseen there is not one of
them who would not proclaim that the work
done by men like Clark and French, Newton
and Forman, who went in and out among the
people for a whole generation and who

preached by their lives the nobility of
sacrifice

man

to God and
work and more

and the lesson of love
a higher and nobler

is

self-

far reaching in

consequences”.

its

list of men who went
out from Princeton to China from the very
beginning, Mitchell, ’30, Orr, ’36, Lowrie, ’41,

think of the long

I

French,

and Loomis and Matthew Cul-

’45,

The

bertson of the Class of 1844.

down

his

commission

in

the

latter laid

United

States

Army, and his professorship in West Point
Academy, that in answer to his mother’s prayer
and the call of God, he might come here to
fit himself for missionary service.
He was one
the great

of

cities at the

he

who

did

foundation

mouth of

much

layers

in

the port

the Yangtse and

to protect

face of the Taiping Rebels.

Shanghai

When

it

was

in the

the Ameri-

can minister said to him, during the Civil
War, “Culbertson, you might be a Major-Gen-

home now,” Culbertson
might; men whom I
taught are in that position,” and he named
Newton, Rosecrans, Thomas and Sherman, and
Tower and Van Vliet, and he might have aderal

if

replied,

you were

at

“Doubtless

I

ded Lyons and Reynolds and Grant. “But”,
he added, “I would not change places with one
of them; I consider that there is no post of
influence on earth equal to that of a man who
is permitted to preach the Gospel to 400,000,000 of his fellow-men.”

We

Stephen Mattoon of the Class of

recall

1846 and Stephen Bush, of the Class of 1848,
who laid the foundations of missionary work

Siam, and who began the political relations
The
Siam with the Western Nation.
United States Government’s treaty with Siam
in

of

was negotiated in 1856, and Dr. Wood of the
Embassy wrote that “the unselfish kindness
of the American missionaries, their patience,
sincerity

and faithfulness, have won the con-

fidence and esteem of the natives, and in

some

degree transferred those sentiments to the
nation represented by the missionary and prepared the way for the free and national intercourse now commencing. It was very evident
that

much

of the apprehension

they

felt

in

taking upon themselves the responsibilities of
a treaty with us would be diminished if they

could have the Rev. Mr. Mattoon as the first
United States Consul to set the treaty in moIn 1871, the Regent of Siam frankly
tion.”
told Mr. Seward, the United States Consul“Siam has not been
General at Shanghai:
disciplined by English and French guns, as

China has, but the country has been opened
by missionaries.”

The motion

to open our Church’s mission
Japan was made by James W. Alexander,
in the Board Meeting on January 8, 1859,
and not less than ten graduates of the Seminary have labored in this mission.
We think of the five men, who in Mexico
and Colombia and Chile, and the Argentine
and Brazil laid the foundations of our modern missionary activities, Parvin, ’21, in Buenos
Ayres; Trumbull, ’45, in Chile; Fletcher, ’50,
and Simonton, ’58, in Brazil; Pratt, ’55, in
Colombia, and Pitkin, ’66, and Thomson, ’67,
in Mexico.
And I might go on and on, but
the roll is too long in glory and honor for
us to do more than simply glance at its lustre
in

—

—

to-day.

And

it

is

not only on

the great creative

fields

far

work has been

away
done.

that

We

have been already reminded of the men, who,
at home, in the pastorate and home mission
service, stirred the great moral forces which
have dominated the life of the Nation, and
have lifted up and taken down again from
their pinnacles the little statesmen of a day.
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But we must think also of the great mass of
men back of these whose names are not written
visibly on the roll, who in quietness and obdid

scurity,

the great

work of God

in

the

dark, and laid the foundations for the walls
But here and there
of the nation's temple.
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G. W. Wood of 1837, for 48 years a missionary in Turkey, W. W. Scudder of 1846,
for 48 years a missionary in India, and C. C.
Baldwin, of 1847 for 47 years a missionary in

China.

have not been curious to make the
I suppose we should find it to

I

calculation, but

erations ago, was agent of the American Systematic Beneficence Committee, and in three

that the years of foreign
given by the sons of this institution would be equivalent to the time of
two men preaching the Gospel from the hour
of our Lord’s birth down to this present day.

months canvassed the land from New York
Leavenworth. On one Saturday, he visited
ten pastors, and the next day preached to four

whose terms of
hundred years:

name

of some unique character among them; Sheldon Jackson, for example, of the Class of 1858, who, two genstands out the

to

We

think systematic benefidenominations.
cence a discovery of our own time, but there
are few ideas stirring the church in its organized life to-day which the fathers did not

know two
son

came

or three generations since. JackSeminary when there was

to the

whispering through all these halls the summons of our martyred dead in the Indian
mutiny.
His large heart heard the whisper-

There was a real
voice and obeyed.
student volunteer band here then, which JackHe offered himself to
son at once joined.
ing

Board for Syria, Siam or Bogota,
was sent to the Choctaws, to pass on
from them to the Christian Commission in
the Civil War, then to work in the western
the Foreign

but

then to the great northwest, then to

states,

On

Alaska.

the frontiers of the nation’s

life,

he wrought his creative and enduring work,
far away, as Frances Willard wrote to him,

“on the distant edge of things, where God’s
most friendless children turned to him their
eyes of pathos and of hope.’’

One
him

after another,

here that duty

age-long

work of
field,

now:

ate

sion

;

Some
M. W. Farnham

out to the
ser-

of these are

of the Class

Seminary, still working after 53
Shanghai John Wherry of the Class
a pioneer of the North China Mis;

Andrew Watson

of the same Class, a

father and guide of the remarkable

list

now

First

the

Church of Chicago, for 50 years a home missionary worker; Lewis Thompson, ’40, of
Oregon and California, who gave 57 years of
service; Allen H. Brown, ’43, of New Jersey

Thomas

with 67 years;

Synod of

Fraser,

’45,

of

the

with 48 years; David C.
Synodical Missionary in Wiscon-

Pacific,

Lyon, ’45,
sin, Minnesota and Dakota, with 48 years,
and H. M. Robertson, ’48, of Wisconsin, with
The Seminary had been wont to
41 years.
send out from these walls men who believed
that the work into which they went was not

work
that

for a

that called for part of life

time, but

He

who knew

that

God asked

had given or might

little

for

all

give.

And beyond these men are the many
who have had no joy of half-century service!
How many of them will come back to our
memories here to-day

down on your

!

faces, of

I

can think, looking
after name, of

name

coming back

you now.

year

after

How

the dear memories glow, of the younger

men

to

year,

whom came

joy of the long, long

to

no such privilege as the
work of which we have

model gentleman of Princeton Seminary”, as
Dr. Charles Hodge described him; Albert
Whiting who laid down his life in China and
at whose grave the Chinese knelt down to
worship; and Edson Lowe, of the Class of
’85, whose memory is cherished worshipfully
still in the capital of Chile, and one I will dare
to mention, just one who is living still, quietly,

men who went

of the United Presbyterian

The

founder of the

’31,

Dearborn,

“the model scholar, the model Christian, the

ample

of the

of 1861,

Porter,

Fort

at

lives in the

laid out

of 1859, the oldest foreign missionary graduyears, in

church

home missionary men

service aggregate over three

building the church on earth.

whose terms of missionary
J.

can count six

I

been thinking; Gerald Dale of Syria, who
burned his short life out in fourteen years,

vice aggregate 700 years.
living

And

true

life

King-

in the service of the

think of fourteen

mission

like

mother

a long loyalty, and that there

is

no short terms
dom of God, have
are

I

we remember men

to-day, who, taught by their old

be literally
missionary

would include P.

for 52 years a missionary in

Church

mission

Egypt.
Gulick of 1828,
Hawaii and Japan,

J.

in

simply, doing his

work

far off

in

a

distant

John N. Forman of India, but for whom
some of us would not be here to-day but would
be doing our work in other places, and fulfilling our duty in other callings.
It is worth
while remembering what one life or two can

field,
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do,

when we note

in the history of this

Semi-

notable characters of the last generation in

little

our land; not* less than twenty or thirty to
our sister church of the South; MacKay of
Formosa to the Church of Canada; Wood to
the Dutch Reformed Church of South Africa;
Watson and McClenahan to the United Presbyterian Church; Scudder and Miller and Van
Ess and others to the Dutch Reformed Church
of the United States; Stevenson to the Irish
Presbyterian Church, and men to the New
Hebrides and Manchuria. The Seminary has
not been narrow minded in her ministry to the
Church of God throughout all the world.

nary that prior to the work which that

company of men

in the

modern student mis-

sionary crusade accomplished, only one out
of eighteen of our students went to the foreign
held,

and since the year

1886,

one out of every

nine has gone.

There are more sacred memories even than
I stopped in on

these that throng upon us.

my way
in

here to stand again before the tablet

Stuart Hall that commemorates the half

this Seminary who met with
Freeman, ’38 and McMullin,
’54, who laid down their lives on the parade
grounds at Cawnpore; Walter Lowrie, ’41 and
John Rogers Peale, ’05, the first and the last
in China; Janvier, ’40 and Loewenthal, ’54,
who died in Northwestern India; McChesney,
’69, whose name is not on the tablet, who died
for Christ on the waters of southern China.
After this, you remember, the tablet says “Of
these the world was not worthy.” And as I
stood reading the names once more with the
brief and simple record, there came flashing
through my mind what Dr. Mackay will remember, the monument that stands in front

dozen sons of
death

tragic

:

There is time only to allude to those general
which the Seminary has made through

gifts

her sons to the literature of missions.
It
would not be easy to repeat the long list of

men who have made

these contributions and

the great books which they have given to the

Henry Harper,

must be content with singling out
William M. Thompson, ’32, author
of “The Land and the Book”, still perhaps the
most charming and authoritative book on the
Holy Land; R. H. Nassau, author of the
unique and authoritative book on fetishism
in Africa; James S. Dennis, who wrote a
standard apologetic treatise, showing what
Christianity is and alone can do, demonstrating its divine origin by its actual social effects
throughout the world
Samuel H. Kellogg,
’64, as bright a genius as ever went out from

as he tried to save another life in the waters

these walls, a student of comparative religion

of the Ottawa in the winter time. Galahad is
standing with his head thrown back, as though
he looked far beyond the black swirling waters

and author of what is to
statement of our Christian

:

of the Parliament Buildings in the City of Ottawa, the great brown granite boulder, and
the exquisite figure of Sir Galahad standing

upon

it,

and underneath the bronze

describes the heroic death of

tablet that

of the Ottawa, to the fair hills of Paradise,
and the life laid up there for those who here
their lives

down

laid

And below

for men.

the lovely figure and the lovely face

simple inscription,
lose

my

life,

I

“And Galahad
save

my

life.’

”

is

said,

The

the

‘If

I

old

Mother taught many of her sons that great
fidelity.

And we turn from the service that the
Seminary has given in the missionary activities of our own Church for just a moment
to mark what she has done for other Christian
bodies. I suppose not less than one quarter of
the students of the Seminary who have gone
out to the foreign field, have gone in connecorganizations.
other
Christian
with
Prior to the year 1837, Princeton gave thirtynine men to the American Board; twelve of
tion

Church.

only

I

five.

;

day the best

with Buddhism in “The Light of Asia and the
Light of the World”; and John Livingston
Nevius, whose book on “China and the Chinese” was the best book of the time on China,
and who wrote a little book on missionary

methods which has made a deeper impression
than any other book on missionary policy and
And
principle throughout the mission field.
if one were to turn from all this to the educational foundations laid for the good of the
whole Christian Church by the men who
have gone out from this Seminary, he would
only pile up the debt which the Church of
Christ in all the world owes to those who
have taught in these walls.
I
must speak before closing of what the
Seminary has given to the work of missionary
administration:

Board of

Home

them to the Sandwich Islands alone, among
them Richard Armstrong, the father of Samuel

this

Chapman Armstrong,

tion of our

surely one of the most

this

faith as contrasted

Institution.

for
the
seven secretaries
Missions have gone out from

With two

brief intervals,

I

believe that for eighty years the administra-

Home

Missionary work has been
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in the

And

hands of graduates of this institution.
Congregational Church has drawn

the

two of its home missionary administrators
from our Alumni roll, and the Baptist Publication Society one, while many agents have
been provided for other missionary activities
If we turn to our own Foreign Misat home.
sionary Board, every President and Chairman
of our Executive Committee irom the foundation down to this day, has been either a
graduate or a director or a teacher in this
institution;

Samuel

Miller,

was the

first

Presi-

dent of the Board, and William Phillips the

Chairman of the Executive Committee
and these have been followed by James Lenox,
William Adams, William M. Paxton, John D.
Wells and George Alexander. Of the ten secretaries of our Board of Foreign Missions,
five have been students of this institution, and
two of the other five sent their sons here.
There has never been a day since our foreign
missionary work began when a son of this infirst

been carrying responsibilities
our missionary policies. And what the
Seminary has done for us in these regards,
she has done also for other Churches as well.
She has given two foreign mission secretaries
to the American Board and five to the American and Foreign Christian Union, one to the
Irish Presbyterian Church; one to the United
Presbyterian Church one to the Southern Presbyterian Church, and twenty-three assistant secretaries and agents. And last of all, the Seminary gave from its second class that one life
to which Dr. McEwan referred, at the beginning, one of the best gifts God ever made to
our Church, the life of Elisha P. Swift. Swift
was born in 1792 in Williamstown. He was a
lad of fifteen at the time of the “Haystack”
Prayermeeting. He came here to Princeton,
and took his theological course, and was then
ordained as a foreign missionary by the American Board, but was turned away from that
ambition to serve the Board as an agent at
home, and then to settle first at the Church in
Dover, Delaware, where Samuel Miller was
born, and later in the Second Presbyterian
stitution has not

for

;

Church

in the City of Pittsburgh.

From

that

he blew the trumpet that rallied around
him and the Synod of Pittsburgh the forces
that were to bring into being the organized
foreign missionary life of our Church.
And what Swift did may suggest best the
few things I have to say, in closing, of the
pulpit,

general convictions, the great missionary conceptions for which the Seminary has stood.
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From

the beginning, she adopted and made her
own, Elisha Swift’s principle that the missionary enterprise was not an optional thing to
be carried on by volunteer organizations in
which the individual Christian man had his

choice of participating or not, but that the

missionary enterprise at home and abroad was
first and organic obligation.

We

the Church’s

have a statement of Swift’s view and a specimen of his logic in a paper of his in which he
pours scorn on the idea that the church courts
are for routine business and for litigation, but
not for the corporate prosecution of the
Church’s chief business which is Missions.

“On what

appointment,”

says

the

writer,

“do pastors and elders sit in the house of
God and hold the keys of the Kingdom of
Heaven, but that which commissions them to
go and disciple all nations? If at the bar of
such courts, by the very fact of their lawful
existence, the perishing heathen have no right
to sue out the payment of a Redeemer’s
mercy, than the most material object of their
sitting is cancelled
and that neglected, starving portion of mankind, who enter with a
specific claim, are turned out to find relief
by an appeal to the sympathy of particular
disciples.
Will ‘the Head of all principality
and Power’ stay in judicatories where the
laws of His kingdom are so expounded? Until something more is
done for the conversion of the nations, what article on the
docket of business can be relevant at any
meeting, if this is not? Shall a worthless, unsound delinquent be told that, according to
the Word of God, and the constitution of
the Church, he has a right to come and consume hours of time in trifling litigation and
shall a world of benighted men, who have received as yet no hearing, and no mercy, and
no information that Jesus has left a deposit
for them also, be turned over to the slow and
uncertain compassion of individuals?”
Dr. Lowrie has told us that Samuel Miller
was one of the first to make a contribution
for the new Western Foreign Missionary Society, which embodied Swift’s principle.
And
beginning with the year 1837, the whole stream
of the Seminary’s foreign missionaries was
turned toward the church activity of our own
body. The theological issue between the old
and the new entered in, I know, but also I
know that the Seminary believed in Swift’s
conception.
And we owe to these men, and
most of all to Swift, what is our most price;

;

less possession to-day, the

recognition of the

—
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missionary obligation as the inalienable duty
of the entire Church, the conception of the
whole Church as a missionary society, of
which every member of the Church is a member by virtue of his relationship to the Church

must some day and everywhere be made one
mighty army, and they went out to Mexico
and Brazil, to Japan and China and India,

herself.

cherishing the

We

owe

to these

men and

to the old insti-

tution not only this clear perception of the

church theory of missions, but also a large

and courageous

faith.

Younger men are wont

to think that the great visions are theirs, but

our fathers were young men in their day, and
what is more, they were men of God and seers
in the Spirit, and they had their great visI have been reading in the earliest
ions, too.
records of our Board (for this is its 75th
anniversary) the purposes cherished in the
establishment of its first missions.
Swift
planned for stations across Africa when the

unknown.
The missionaries
under instructions that they
were not to stay there; they were to go
northwest as far as they could go. It was
hoped that they could plant their stations in
the Vale of Kashmir, cross the roof of the
world and press on to the far shores of Lake
Baikal; they were not to be content till there
should be opened a Christian Mission station where none has been opened to this da}-,
in Kabul of Afghanistan.
We owe it to the
fathers who went before us to stand afraid
before no opportunity and flinch at no call.
continent

was

%vent to Calcutta

From the very beginning, they taught us the
glory of a great and unswerving fidelity'. For

there

is

no chasm between the different forms

of missionary service, that the whole Church

dream from

far across the hills

of the day that is waiting, when the desire of
the Saviour’s heart shall be fulfilled, when
united to Him the sin of our schisms shall

—

be over and

we

shall all

be gathered together

He

and His Father are one.
And lastly, the Seminary has always sought
to breed in her sons a dauntless and unfearin one, as

The missionary enterhuman will to

supematuralism.

ing

prise

too vast for a mere

is

sustain.

Its

problems,

its

iency

is

in

difficulties,

Him

alone.

necessities,

its

ideals, call for

God.

Its

its

suffic-

Here men learned

that

and that God
With God and by
stands back of the end.
God and for God such men have dared all
things, and have not fainted or grown weary.
With all this in our past, my friends, what

God was

may

“in

the beginning”

there not be in our future,

if

we, to

whom

has been given, do not lie down to
sleep upon our great tradition, but answering

this past

its summons and its call, rise up
new day which is entreating us,

to greet the
in the spirit

with which James Alexander and Elisha Swift
would greet it the new day with this unprecedented world situation which confronts
us, which is God’s gift to us, and not God’s

—

our worthiness to
be the heirs and executors of such a past.
gift only, but God’s test of

twelve years, Stephen Mattoon and Stephen
Bush labored in Siam, before they had their
first convert.
At the end of six years, the
missionaries numbered sixteen in Ningpo, and
they had six Chinese converts. The men who
have gone out from these halls have always
known the duty of staying by duty until the
sun went down. They were taught that God

President Patton, Fathers and Brethren On
day in the history of Princeton I
have the peculiar honour and happiness of
bringing to you the warm greetings and con-

was

gratulations of

patient, and that His servants need not be
anxious or afraid.
And I dare even to say also, that these
men learned somewhere, (maybe the old
Mother did not know that she was giving it
to them, but in the pure milk of the Gospel
which they drew from her breasts, it must
have come to them) that what we hold which
peculiar is less important than what we
is
hold in common with all Christian men. From
the beginning the sons of the Seminary have
striven faithfully for what a few minutes ago

we

—

were praying, the unity of Christ’s
Church on earth. Men were taught here that

ADDRESS OF
A

DR.

JAMES WELLS

Scottish Estimate of Princeton Theology

—

this great

the

United Free Church of

Scotland.

During the

last

hundred years Princeton has

been in fraternal alliance with the Scottish
Your church and ours are
Presbyterians.
equally free, but you were free born, while
our fathers, from the days of John Knox, had
In
to purchase freedom at a great price.
1843 the founders of the Free Church of
Scotland, in their devotion to spiritual independence under the headship of Christ, severed
their connection with the State. \our fathers

were then among the most generous allies of
Free Church and the memory of their

the
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among

is

still

gratefully cherished
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and that Horace Walpole then intimated

in

Princeton too, though always spar-

the British Parliament that “Cousin America

ing of such honours, gave the degree of D.D.

had run off with a Presbyterian Parson”.
These impressive testimonials prove that religious and civil liberty are twins and that religious liberty is the first bom, and the maker
of heroic men.
Your Seminary has always taught that the
church of the New Testament is a complete
spiritual republic, the freest society under
heaven, the parent and guardian of liberty
and order. Presbyterianism is republicanism
applied to the church and Republicanism is
Presbyterianism applied to the State. George
Buchanan, the first moderator of the Church
of Scotland, and Samuel Rutherford in his
“Lex Rex” expounded, almost three hundred
years ago, the very principles which lie at the
foundation of our government and yours.
These principles teach us “to honour all men”,
and to foster that love of liberty and resistence to oppression which are native to all
noble hearts. They have given its death-blow

to

us.

twenty-one

of

of

leaders

the

Free

the

Church when the Universities of their native
withheld such honours from them.
Princeton also conferred the same honour on
several of the ministers who, in 1847, formed
the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland.
No other church in the world can have better
reasons than ours for rejoicing with you toIn
day and praying for your prosperity.
blood, in tongue, in creed, in aspiration and
land

experience

we

are brothers.

It

is

only the

intervening ocean which hinders this kinship

from becoming

identity.

PRESBYTERIANISM AND LIBERTY
Presbyterian Princeton

is the oldest repreland of some of the chief
forces which have created and nourished the

sentative

in

this

greatest republic the world has

known.

Your

ninety-two millions are, beyond all comparison, the largest community of English-speaking people on the face of the earth. Great is
one’s surprise in discovering the perfect unani-

many famous

mity of

thinkers regarding the

origin of your republican polity.

you owe

this

boon

It

seems that

to Calvinism.

Bancroft tells us that “the first voice in
favour of independence came from the Presbyterians”.
He adds that “the revolution of
so

1776,

was

a

far

as

it

was

affected

Presbyterian measure”.

grudge us our satisfaction

in

by

You

mediaeval feudalism.

to

Within the last four months one-fourth of
mankind have avowedly adopted your government as their model. This is surely one of
the most momentous events of modern history.
By and by the Chinese may discover
how much they owe to Princeton and Scotland.

THE EVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT

religion,
will

not

knowing on the

Surely the most astounding marvel in the
evolution of government is the fact that in

authority of Chief Justice Tilgham that the

the heart of the cruellest military despotism,

form of your republic is “borrowed from the
constitution of the Church of Scotland”, of
which your church is a genuine daughter.
Bancroft and D’Aubigne unite in crowning
Calvin as the father of America. Ranke calls
Calvin “The virtual founder of America”.

the Apostles planted a

Taine declares that Calvinism has guaranteed

civic rights.

constitutional liberty to

mankind and of Cal-

he says “These men founded the United States”. Thorold Rogers asserts that “Calvinism was the pioneer of religious liberty”.

vinists

Lord Morley assures us that “To omit Calvinism from the forces of western evolution is to
read history with one eye shut”.
Green the
historian writes “It was Calvinism that first
revealed to the modern world the dignity and
worth of the man”. Mark Pattison says that
Calvinism saved Europe. It is thus no wonder
that your Declaration of Independence was
called in England “the Presbyterian Rebellion”

a

perfect

nineteen

centuries

commonwealth of

which

republic,

has

the

souls,

ingenuity

not improved.

of

This

was done on behalf of a society which embraced many slaves, and when the greatest
sages taught that slaves had neither souls nor

Moreover

this

new

society cre-

even in slaves, the sense of manhood
and freedom and the virtues without which
no republic can truly prosper. Here, at least,
In this
the church is not behind the age.
ated,

region the future can never excel the past.

These

most impressive illustraand social benewhich accompany and flow from a living
facts are a

tion of the widespread civil
fits

Christian faith.

THE SCOTS AND THE SCOTO-IRISH
I feel tempted to quote the recent testimony
of your ambassador to our country, the Hon.

:
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Whitelaw Reid,

in praise of the

He

Ulster Scot.

said in

Scot and the

Edinburgh

“It

was

the perfervid Scot that sent the flame for in-

dependence through every colony on the contifrom that hour to die out.” Of
the fifty-six men who framed the Declaration
of Independence eleven were of Scottish deWhen they hesitated, Dr. Witherspoon
scent.
a genuine Scot, persuaded them to sign it. Of
the college-bred men in the Convention one
half were Scots or Scoto-Irish.
Alexander
Hamilton, your Alexander the great, the
framer of your constitution, was the son of
nent, never

The Scottish race supplied three of
members of Washington’s first

a Scot.
the

four

Cabinet,

two

thirds of his governors of States,

and also eleven of your
tion

first

twenty-five presi-

Their influence was out of
their numbers.

dents.
to

These

facts

justify

Dorner,

all

the

propor-

German

theologian, in saying that Presbyterianism has

been very successful in training men in patriotism, citizenship and the duties of public life.
Moreover the church-doctrine of your
Princeton school is in complete harmony with
the teaching of Jesus Christ and His apostles.

We

are thus the real Catholics. We do not
need Christ’s vicar as Christ Himself is with
us.
The Apostolic church had no room for
any official caste of so-called priests.
Our
orders are for order only. We are persuaded
that as there is only one God, so there is only
one mediator between God and men. We rejoice in the inspiring truth that

are priests unto God.

secures

the

noblest

all

the faithful

This divine democracy
of

all

aristocracies,

the

aristocracy of Christian character and service,

and

it

teaches us not to overvalue the aristoc-

racy of birth, of wealth, or of

intellect.

It

reminds us that the king and beggar are made
of the same clay and that, when under the
power of God’s grace, they equally bear the
same divine stamp and superscription, and are
all united in a sacred brotherhood.

We
our

may thus congratulate ourselves that
Presbyterianism is in thorough accord

with the aspirations after liberty and unity in
all parts of the world, and that it can live and
thrive amid the most diverse national conditions.
A colonial statesman said lately that
it
stands well the test of pioneering.
The
secretary of the Pan-Presbyterian Alliance reports that Presbyterianism has about one

hundred millions of adherents and that they
speak in one hundred and eighty languages.

CALVINISM
Princeton has always been one of the chief
strongholds of Calvinism.
As we call no

man

master,

we may justly regret the habitual
name in this connection, but

use of Calvin’s
it

now seems

vinity

for

is

it

New

Reformation

unavoidable.

di-

often called Calvinism, but injuriously,

claims to be simply the divinity of the

Testament.

professes to explain God’s

It

He

it to us.
Revehowever, leaves us with a large margin
of mystery.
It was Calvin’s sole aim fairly
to interpret at once the Bible and Christian

plan so far as

has revealed

lation,

He

experience.

offers us,

but the creed of one

who

not a philosophy,
looks at

all

things

under the aspect of eternity, who has been
overmastered quite by Christ as his Teacher,
Redeemer and Lord, and who cherishes a
noble fear lest he should ever think meanly
of God. His theology is broad-based upon the
Scriptures, and its keynote is in these words
“Man’s chief end is too glorify God and enIt thus does justice to
joy Him forever”.
the nobility of man as made by God and for
God, and as capable of being remade by the
Spirit of God.
Utterly dependent on God for every breath
we draw, and every morsel of bread we eat,
are we to believe that we are less dependent
on Him for the life of the soul? The sovereignty of God is the sovereignty of a Father
not the capriciousness of an Eastern despot.
It is the love that will

grace

is

not

let

go.

also sovereign because of

ing and unsearchable riches.

Moreover
its

exceed-

With God

the

and future are contemporaneous
they are as an ever present now.
He “will
have all men to be saved”, and we may be
perfectly sure that His eternal decrees are
past, present

not at strife with that

will.

OUR INTELLECTUAL DIFFICULTIES

The

how

greatest of

all

problems

human

is

to explain

combine
problem does not
confront us only or chiefly in the domain of
theology.
Sir William Hamilton, the famous
professor of Logic in Edinburgh, often told
us that no difficulty of this sort emerges in
theology which had not previously emerged in
philosophy, and that one could apprehend
with certainty many things which we could
Historians
modern
not
comprehend.
of
thought are telling us that idealists, materialists, moral philosophers and metaphysicians are
the divine and

and co-operate.

now more

But

wills can

this

disposed than formerly to confess

:
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and
moral freedom, though they know both to be
real.
They have here what they call an irre-

The theological pendulum keeps swinging between God’s sovereignty and man’s responsi-

“All

antinomy.
A great thinker says,
theory is against the freedom of the

will,

and

and he who begins with man will
incline to Arminianism. Arminians would say
that man is saved by the human will and the
divine: we would say that he is saved by the
divine will and the human.
But we cannot
hope to explain exactly where and how the
spirit of God and man’s spirit meet.
John
Newton used to say “I am considered an Arminian among high Calvinists, and a Calvinist
among strenuous Arminians”. He concluded
that he must therefore be near the centre of

their failure to reconcile natural necessity

concilable

itself is

experience

all

is

for

it”.

Freewill

Freewill and

an inexplicable miracle.

form an arc the top of which
beyond our ken. We believe that the two
sides meet somewhere, and we may also bepredestination
lies

lieve

that they are wisest

who

are as

little

anxious to reconcile them as Paul was. Theology has neither created nor increased these
unescapable difficulties.
They all lead up to
the problem of the permission of evil in God’s
world and its enticing power, a stubborn fact
over which men have brooded since thinking
began, and brooded in vain.

bility.

He who

DR. CHARLES HODGE
mention Dr. Charles Hodge, as in my
student days he was the best known in Scotland of your professors. Forty-five years ago
in company with Dr. Patrick Fairbairn and Dr.

John Hall, then of Dublin, I visited Princeton
and spent a whole day with Dr. Charles Hodge.
I
may almost claim to be an alumnus of
Princeton, for in my youth I read and marginmarked the three encyclopaedic volumes of
“Systematic Theology”. He has
done much to remove objections against our
creed and to propitiate the objectors.
He
loved pacific more than polemic divinity. The
salvation of all children dying in infancy was
one of his “oft recurring fervours”. Believing that in the theology of the heart and in
his pellucid

their devotions, all sincere Christians are one,

was

a joy to

him

God

will incline

revealed truth.

—

I

begins with

to Calvinism

THE DECLARATORY ACTS

Your church and ours have

made

recently

earnest efforts to remove regrettable impressions concerning the implications or supposed

implications of our creed and to bring

greater and

it

into

more obvious harmony with

the

We

both
confession can

proportions of truth in the Bible.

no mere human
final and permanent.
To your
Confession of Faith you have accordingly added two chapters and a declaratory statement.
Our Declaratory Acts are in substantial agreement with yours. They set forth the love of
God Father, Son and Holy Spirit to all
mankind, God’s gift of His Son to be the
propitiation for the sins of the whole world,
and a salvation sufficient for all, adapted to
all, and freely offered to all.
These explanations exclude every view that would hamper
any one in urging the general offer of the
believe that

be accepted as

—

gospel.

—

We

rejoice together in the revealed

to minimise, so far as he

things which belong to us and to our chil-

could, the differences and to maximise the
agreements among them.
He gladly admits
that the evangelical Calvinist and the evangelical Arminian are usually one when they
pray and praise and preach, and two only when
they dispute. His son, Dr. A. A. Hodge, at
the close of his “Evangelical Theology” main-

dren for ever, while we pause in reverential
silence before the secret things which belong
to the Lord our God.
Assured that the veil
over the future has been woven by the hand
of love and leaving all these deep mysteries to
justice and mercy of God, we are thankful
to have light enough to guide our feet while
there is darkness enough to exercise our faith.
We frankly recognize that we must often be
content with saying “I do not know shall not
the judge of all the earth do right?” These

it

tains that Calvin alone does full justice to the

godward and
but he adds

the

“The

manward

sides of the truth,

difference between the best

;

of Calvinists and Arminians
sis

is

one of empha-

Each is
They together

rather than of essential principle.

the compliment of the other.

give origin to the blended strain from which
issues the perfect music which utters the per-

Your Whittier happily
situation when he says

fect truth”.

such a

“To differ is not crime:
The varying bells make up

describes

Declaratory Acts have added to the many
evergrowing streams of tendency which are
now making for the union of the evangelical
churches.
If in some minds the idea still lingers that
our Calvinistic creed fosters gloom and fetters the evangel, let us appeal to the facts.

the perfect chime.”

At

the close of the eighth chapter of his epistle
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Romans, Paul recites his creed. He
emphasizes God’s foreknowledge, predestination, effectual calling, election, and the final
perseverance of the saints, and he closes with
to the

his

most triumphant ‘Hallelujah Chorus.’

explanation

is

The

that these high doctrines are

half of those

whose names are

in the

Ameri-

can “Who’s Who?” have been reared in clerical homes.
With peculiar satisfaction I note
that several of your leaders have been the
founders of large levitical families. Some say

was too stern, but it was a
a creed, and it blossomed and
brought forth fruits. The doctrines of grace
created in them the graces of our holy religion.
The nobleness of their lives has had
a supreme reward, for it gained the loyalty
that their creed

our Zion’s palaces and bulwarks, that God is
known in them for a refuge, that they are
ever a palisade around the fold and never a
barricade in front of the door, and that, by
making grace greater and surer, they help to
evangelise the heart and life. There must be
some strange mistake when these themes ter-

life as well as

rify.

some

Lord our God was upon them and your programmes, this audience, this palatial Hall and

who have accepted this side
of revealed truth as frankly as John Calvin

the many academic buildings around declare
how God has established the work of their

Need

enumerate

I

names

the

of

of the evangelists

Among them

did?

Davies,

President

wards, Brainerd,

are John Bunyan, your
President Jonathan Ed-

Elliott, Nettleton, Whitefield,

Chalmers, McCheyne, William Burns, Spurgeon and D. L. Moody. Did their theology
impoverish their evangelism? Has not John

Owen

said,

“God doth not take

limited in anything, least of

it

all in

w ell
r

to be

His grace”?

Has

not an old evangelist of this school written, “There is mercy enough in God, merit

enough

in Christ,

power enough

in the Spirit,

enough in the promises,
enough in heaven for thee.”
scope

We

are often told that ours

period of feeble convictions,

and

room

manifold

many

schools

is

a transition

many

concessions,

self-indulgences.

—

of

—

to-day a large infusion of it to put iron into
our blood and to fortify ourselves against the
subtle influences which threaten to rob us of

many of

the noblest fruits of the Christian

faith?

THE STORY OF YOUR SEMINARY
It has been a veritable benediction to me to
read the lives of Archibald Alexander, Samuel
Miller, and Charles Hodge, your three mighties

who were

all cast in the amplest moulds of
nature and grace. Might not one of the products of this centenary be a brief popular bi-

ography of these three great hearts? It would
surely enrich the lives of your students to
have their souls and imaginations furnished
richly with such beautiful and inspiring models.

My
my

acquaintance with their careers lessened
surprise

when

I

hands.

As we w ere

impressively reminded yesterPrinceton has also been a nursery of
Many of your students
great missionaries.
have had a large share in home mission enterprises.
Two of them were the founders of
the “World’s Student Christian Federation”,
T

day,

while over four hundred have devoted themselves to the work of Christ in non-Christian lands,

success to
place

has

and God has granted exceptional

many

of them.

always

The genius

fostered

of this

missionary

and

evangelistic zeal.

Writers of
thought Froude for example tell us that Calvinism, beyond every
other creed, has been the mother and nurse
of heroic men and women. Do we not need

and

of their children, their grand children, and
their great-grand children. The beauty of the

read that upwards of one

We

THE CHIEF NEEDS OF OUR AGE
seem to have greater discouragements

and greater encouragements than ever before.
Modern life is growing more intense in good
and evil. But it is best to go over the ridge
at once and pitch our tent in the sunshine.
May we not regard the World Missionary
Conference held in Edinburgh in June 1910
as at once a most impressive exhibition of
the triumphs of the gospel beyond any or all
of the Oecumenical councils of the early
church, and also as an inspiring summons to
the mighty work of evangelising the whole
world? Great enthusiasm has been evoked by
the Tercentenary of the authorized English
Bible and its amazing and evergrowing circuThen practical sympathy with the
lation.
struggling millions is one of the most com-

manding features of the twentieth century.

May we

not hail this as the birth time of a
marvellous era in which the people of America
and Great Britain shall for ever renounce war

means of settling disputes and set the
whole world a crowning example of peace on
earth and goodwill to men? This sacred cause
will be greatly promoted by the arrangements
as a
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for celebrating on Christmas Eve
Anglo-American Peace Centenary.

made

the

1914,

No war

can be a foreign war to us as all
For all these hopeful
signs of the times let us thank God and take
courage. Ours is a storm-tossed age but the
ever-living Master is with His disciples in the
What we should dread most is not an
ship.

men

are our brothers.

agitated church but a becalmed church.

Some

are advising us to throw over a part of the

cargo but that would not help us to weather

Surely

has lost none of its ancient power and that
the Acts of the Apostles has not yet been
rounded with its final Amen. All social reformers should study these words of our
Lord, “Seek ye first the kingdom of God and
his

righteousness,

too

the

competition

for

souls

is

keener than ever, keener even than the compeOur age demands from the
tition for gold.
preacher an unhesitating and authoritative
message, intense reality, thorough earnest-

and

be added unto you”

these things

all

—given

shall

the bargain

into

as surprising industrial, civil and social byproducts, given as a generous bonus of earthly
goods.
Not otherwise can the fallen find a
place in the sun.

Many

the storm.
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Scotland deeply feel the need of a
They are conferring
in the hope of discovering the hind-

in

great revival of religion.

about it
rances and having them removed.

They

are

recalling several fruitful revivals in our land,

and

specially the revival

which

visited

many

ness and a ceaseless desire to reveal the su-

parts of your country about fifty years ago,

preme claims of Christ and the manifold winsomeness and gladness of Christian service.
While in a largely secular age so many themes

land.

are clamouring for recognition in the pulpit,
is

it

not always easy for the preacher to put first
first, and rigidly to exclude those alien

things

which drain his energies into side
channels and weaken the sense of what is
vital. We must remember that Christianity resubjects

quires perpetual propagation to attest

its

di-

Unless it conquers the world
anew in every age, the church must be the
affair of one generation only.
Hence the
preacher must be ever doing the work of an
vine

origin.

evangelist and fostering the passion for souls.
Let us be fully assured that deliverance will
never come to us by putting social gospels

and

social services in place of the evangel of

Jesus Christ
but what

Nothing can mend the world
spirits of men.
In my

mends the

youth I spent unforgetable days among the
worst of outcasts, I soon discovered that those
who expected, attempted and achieved great
things among them were saturated with the
apostolic faith and cherished the sacred mission hunger, rescuing zeal and creative spiritual power.
Some of them had a real genius
for winning souls and refused to despair of
any.

I

believe that under heaven

there are

no more beautiful and satisfying spectacles
women and children once
sunk in vice, but now uplifted by the grace
of God, clothed and in their right mind and
surrounded with all the fruits of prosperous
industry.
These modern miracles add a new
charm to life, for by them the greatest Christians are made out of what seems the poorest
than those of men,

human

stuff.

They assure us

that the gospel

and kindled sacred

fires in

Many among

Ireland and Scot-

us are brooding over the

promises concerning the Holy Ghost whom
God hath given to them that obey Him. God
grant a fresh baptism of power to your church

and to ours.
I have attended all the gatherings of this
great Festival except the first.
I was privileged to address the students of the University
while you were seated at the Lord’s table. I

have been deeply moved by the words spoken
here, by the sacred songs sung, by the prayers
offered, by the audiences, and by the spiritual
atmosphere. Such experiences should help to
make our service more devoted and more
fruitful in the coming days.
Reverend Fathers and Brethren, with all my
heart I thank you for your generous kindness
to me as the representative of the United Free
Church of Scotland. It will give me joy to
report the inspiring tokens of manifold success

amid which your venerable Seminary

closing

is

century of Christian service.
It is our heart’s desire and prayer that your
School of the Prophets may be the generous
mother of a growing band of consecrated and
gifted

its

first

men who, by

exploits

Kingdom

in

of

the grace of God, shall do

establishing

our

and

extending

the

Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ.

Peace, the very peace of God, be within
your walls and prosperity within your palaces.
For my brethren and companions’ sakes I
will now say, Peace be within you.

The Commemorative Volume
The Centennial Committee has authorized
the publication of a Commemorative Volume

;
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to preserve in

permanent form the records of
The volume will

the Centennial Celebration.

contain an introductory note; the responses of
the courts of the Presbyterian Church in the

U.

S.

A. to the announcement of the Semi-

nary’s intention to celebrate

its

Centennial, to-

number of similar congratulatory
addresses from other church bodies; the con-

gether with a

responses to the Seminary’s an-

gratulatory

nouncement and

invitation

from various

insti-

tutions of learning whether theological or general,

home and abroad;

both at

the

list

of dele-

gates of various ecclesiastical bodies and institutions of learning to the celebration

gramme
text of

;

the pro-

of the Centennial exercises; and the

some of the addresses delivered at the
The volume is primarily intend-

celebration.

ed for distribution to the directors, trustees
and faculty of the Seminary, participants in
the programme, and ecclesiastical bodies or
of learning which have sent ad-

institutions

dresses or delegates to the Seminary on this

There

reason to think, however,
that some of the alumni of the Seminary desire to be in possession of this permanent record of the Centennial event. That the Committee may be properly instructed as to the
occasion.

is

size of the edition required

portunity

of

subscribing

edition will be limited

it

for

and

is

affords this opa

copy.

The

offered to the

alumni and friends of the Seminary at the
nominal cost of $2.00 a copy, postage, which
will probably amount to 25c. a copy, extra.
Subscriptions should be forwarded before July
25th, except in the case of those being outside

the

U.

S.

to

Princeton, N.

Rev.
J.

It

Harold McA. Robinson,
is hoped that the Com-

bury Erdman; Homiletics as a Theological
William Loetscher; Sin
and Grace in the Biblical Narratives Rehearsed
in the Koran, James Oscar Boyd; The Finality of the Christian Religion, Caspar Wistar Hodge, Jr.; The Interpretation of the
Shepherd of Hernias, Kerr Duncan Macmillan; Jesus and Paid, John Gresham Machen;
The Transcendence of Jehovah, God of Israel,
Oswald Thompson Allis. Speaking editorially
the Expository Times, July, 1912, says: “Perhaps the most remarkable thing about the
book is the uniformity of its contents. They
are uniform in attitude and accomplishment
beyond any volume of the kind which has
been published, although many such volumes
have been published within recent years.” The
London Quarterly Review, July, 1912, says,
“Every paper is a masterpiece in its own line,
and the volume will remain as a noble memoThe
rial of the seminary and its professors.”

Discipline, Frederick

volume may be secured from the

publishers,

Chas. Scribner’s Sons, 153 5th Ave.,
City, at $3.00 (net) a copy.

New York

The Opening
With

of the 101st Session

the opening of the one hundred and

September, the Seminary
second century of service, with
indications of a large enrollment of students.
The opening service will be held in Miller
Chapel at n A. M., September 20th. John
first

next

session

will begin its

Gresham

Machen,

B.D.,

'Instructor

in

,the

New

Testament, has been appointed to deliver the opening address.

be ready for distri-

New students are requested to meet the
Registrar for matriculation, in the parlor of
Hodge Hall, at their convenience, between the

Biblical and Theological Studies

hours of nine and four, on Thursday, September the nineteenth. On the same day at three
o’clock in the afternoon, students will draw
for rooms in the dormitories; the drawings
will be held in Hodge Hall, at the office of the

memorative Volume

will

bution in September.

commemoration of the Centennial, the
Faculty of the Seminary prepared a volume of
Biblical and Theological Studies which has
been published by Chas. Scribner’s Sons. The
contents of the volume are as follows: Theological Encyclopedia, Francis Landey Patton;
In

On the Emotional Life of our Lord, Benjamin Breckenridge Warfield; The Child Whose
Name is Wonderful, John D. Davis; Jonathan
Edwards, a Study, John DeWitt; The Supernatural, William Brenton Greene, Jr.; The

Treasurer.

of October.
tive to

Geerhardus Vos; The
of
Aramaic of Daniel, Robert Dick Wilson
Modern Spiritual Movements, Charles Rosen-

items

the

Spirit,

go into

effect

September the
and graduate courses

Eschatological Aspect of the Pauline Conception

lectures and recitaon Friday afternoon,
Extra-curriculum
twentieth.

The schedule of regular
tions will

will begin the first

week

All requests for information rela-

Seminary courses and regulations,

The

all

Bulletin, or requests for
extra copies, should be addressed to the Reverend Paul Martin, Princeton, N. J.
for

—
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The Autumn

Religious Con-

evident during his brief tenure of

made

ference
The Committee from

the

Board of Direc-

and the Faculty in charge of this Conference has arranged that the conference for
the next session shall be held on Monday and
Tuesday, October 14 and 15, with the following program of subjects and speeches:
tors

Monday, Oct. 14.
Opening address by Rev. John
5.30 p. m.
R. Davies, D.D., of Philadelphia,
the chairman of the Committee.
7.30 p.

m.

The

— Presi-

Ministry

Christian

dent Augustus H. Strong, D.D.,
LL.D. of Rochester Theological

Seminary.
Tuesday, Oct. 15.
10.00 a. m.
The Culture

of

the

Minister

Prof. John DeWitt, D.D., LL.D.

Preparation

for

the

Pulpit

Prof. Ezra S. Tipple, D.D., of
3.00 p. m.
7.30

Drew Theological Seminary.
The Church and Young People
Rev. R. P. D. Bennett, Pastor
Summit Presbyterian Church,

of

Germantown, Pa.
The Church and the Layman
Rev. W. H. Foulkes, D.D., Pastor of the Rutgers Presbyterian

Church,
p.

m.

The

New York

Church

Rev. L.

City.

and Evangelism
Munhall, D.D., of

W.

Philadelphia.

The Conference has proved in other years,
and especially last Autumn, helpful and stimulating, and the speakers and their subjects
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it

and which

death a more than ordinary

his

loss.

William Mershon Lanning was the son of a
farmer and was born in Ewing Township,
Mercer County, N. J., Jan. 1, 1849. He lived
all his life in Mercer County.
He graduated
from the Lawrenceville School in 1866, and
then taught in the district schools of Mercer
County for six years. From 1872 to 1880 he
taught in the Trenton Academy, and engaged
in the study of law in his spare time.
He

was admitted to the bar of New Jersey
1880 and was made a counsellor-at-law
All his

1883.

life as

in
in

a practicing lawyer and a

He was City
and Judge of the
City District Court of Trenton from 1887 to
1891.
He was elected a member of the House
of Representatives of the 58th Congress in
1902; but resigned in 1904 that he might accept the appointment of judge of the United
judge was spent in Trenton.

from 1886

Solicitor

to 1888

New Jersey. This
he held until 1909, when he was appointed judge of the U. S. Circuit Court, 3d
Circuit, keeping his residence in Trenton. He
States District Court, for

office

Because of his
16, 1912.
and his well poised judgement Judge Lanning was called to many positions of responsibility.
He was several
times a commissioner to the General Assembly,
was a delegate to the Pan-Presbyterian Council at Liverpool in 1904, was an elder for many
years of the Fourth Church of Trenton and a
member of the Trustees of the General Assembly. He was also a trustee of the Lawdied in the

city,

Feb.

judicial attainments

renceville School, a

member

of the Constitu-

furnish additional assurance of the value of

Commission of 1894 and of the special
commission that framed the present compre-

the Conference next October.

hensive

It

is

designed

not only to help the students, but to be a
contribution by the Seminary to the ministers
and other Christian workers in the region

round about that

A

will aid

them

in their

work.

number of these attended last
hoped that more will shape their

considerable

year,

and

its

plans so as to be in attendance next October.

Death
The Seminary

of

Judge Lanning

sustained a very great loss in

Judge Lanning, who had been a
member of its Board of Directors since 1895
and of its Board of Trustees since 1907. He
succeeded the late Dr. WikofT as president of
the latter Board in 1910.
For this office he
had qualifications of special value, which were

tional

lished

New
in

Jersey township laws.

1895

a

book

He

pub-

“Help for
Jersey”, which has

entitled,

Township officers in New
gone into a second edition. He received the
honorary degree of LL.D. from Washington
and Jefferson College in 1908 and the same
degree from Princeton University in 1910.
He was preparing to sit with Judges Gray and
Buffiington in the suit brought by the government against the United States Steel Corporation when death removed him.

the death of

New
At

May

Directors

meeting the Board of Directors
elected, to fill the vacancies in the Board, Mr
Henry Hodge, an elder in the University Place
Church, New York, and Mr. John Y. Boyd,
its

1
;
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an elder in the Pine

St.

Church, Harrisburg,

Pa.

The
Two

Mission Lectures

series of lectures will be delivered next

Autumn on

the

“Students’

Lectureship

on

Missions” foundation.
Sir Andrew Fraser, K.C.S.I., LL.D., ExLieutenant Governor of Bengal, was the appointed lecturer for 1911-12, and came to

America last November to deliver the lectures.
A sudden call to his home in Scotland required him to request the postponement of the
course until the next session.
October 7-1
has now been arranged as the date for their
delivery.
The lecturer knows India both as
a statesman long identified with Indian affairs

and as a student and promoter of missions.
He is a member of the Continuation Committee of the Edinburgh Conference.

City Missions by Rev.

T. Elsing of

New

delphia; Rev. S. J. Niccolls, D.D., of St.
Louis; Rev. John McDowell, of Newark, N.
J. ; Rev. Cleland B. McAfee, D.D., of Brook-

Rev. J. P. Shelley, of the Temperance
Committee of the General Assembly, and Prof.
lyn;

Duncan Spaeth

J.

Giovanni Luzzi of the Protestant
Theological Seminary at Florence, Italy, is
the Lecturer on Missions for 1912-13 and will
deliver his lectures on October 25, 26, 29, 30,
31, with perhaps additional lectures on November 1 and 2. Prof. Luzzi is a scholar and an

W.

York; Foreign Missions by Rev. R. P. Gorbold
and President Uemura, of the Tokio Theological Institute, on Japan; Rev. G. Sherwood
Eddy and Principal A. J. Fraser, of Trinity
College, Ceylon, on India; Rev. J. E. Adams
and Rev. Walter C. Erdman on Korea; Rev.
W. M. Dager on Africa; Rev. Fred. Jessup on
Persia; Rev. Fred. Paton on the New Hebrides; Mr. W. L. Hellyer on the Jews in Russia; and Mr. Inglis Frost on Labrador.
Addresses on other subjects were given by Rev.
J. W. Cochran, D.D., Secretary of the Board
of Education; John R. Mott, LL.D., of New
York; Rev. W. J. Erdman, D.D., of Phila-

of Princeton.

Prof.

authority upon the history of the Waldensian

Church and upon the modern religious movements in Italy, as well as a leader in the
Waldensian Church and the Protestant work in
Italy.
“The Struggle for Christian Truth in
Italy” will be the theme of his lecture.

Sermons and Addresses
During the past session the following minisupon invitation of the Faculty, preached

ters,

in Miller

Chapel:

The

been presented to the library during the past
year, and that 2,312 volumes had been pur-

bound volThree gifts of
special interest were an autograph copy of
the English Bible belonging to Archibald Alexchased,

umes

J.

N. Y.
McPheeters, D.D., of Columbia,

F. Carson, D.D., of Brooklyn,

W. M.

making a present

The Seminary
The organization
the

for

President
J.

Ritchie Smith, D.D., of Harrisburg,

M.

Y.

C. A.

of the Seminary Y.

coming

year,

W.

Eisenberger;

M.

C.

has been
completed by the election on appointment of
the following officers:

S. C.

Rev.

total of

in the library of 92,240.

ander, containing a family register; an autograph copy of the Hebrew Bible of James W.
Alexander, and an autograph copy of the Hebrew Bible of J. Addison Alexander. All
three were presented by Charles B. Alexander,
LL.D., of New York, the grandson of Dr.
Archibald Alexander.

A.

Rev.
Rev.

volumes had

tees the Librarian stated that 464

Rev. Russell Cecil, D.D., of Richmond, Va.
Rev. H. C. Minton, D.D., of Trenton.
Rev. W. E. Slemmons, D.D., of Washington,
Pa.

Library

In his annual report to the Board of Trus-

J.

W.

,

A.

1912- 13,

Secretary,

Babbitt; Treasurer, N. R. White;

Ad-

Prof. C. R. Erdman, D.D.

Pa.

viser,

Rev. O. A. Hills, D.D., of Wooster, Ohio.
Addresses were delivered on missions and
on various phases of religious life and work.
Home Missions were presented by Rev. C. L.
Thompson, D.D., and Mr. J. Ernest McAfee,

Chairman of Committees
Devotional, L.
M. Bicknell; Mission Study, J. F. Riggs, Jr.;
Mission Fund, Allen Duncan; Mission Prayer

Board of Home Missions
Harris of Porto Rico and Rev.
Higgins, missionary to lumbermen;

Secretaries of the

Rev.

J.

Frank

W.

E

:

Cycle, R. L. Barbor; Social,

Library,

W.

S.

W.

K. C.

Thom-

Napp; Missionary
Stoops; Deputation, H. F.

son; Neighborhood,

J.

E.

Pellegrin; Music, R. A. Torrey, Jr.; Leader of

Volunteer Band, A. B. Fowler.

:

:
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The

Class of 1912

The “Centennial

Class” of 1912, as

the class for future

it

goes

work have

been tabulated thus
Calls accepted to churches east of the Mis20
sissippi River

River
Foreign missions

work west of

Mississippi

at

Class are as follows

H.

Axford,

pastorate

at

Demopolis

and

Faunsdale, Ala.

Harry Barr, pastorate
H.

Bell, plans

J.

at

Bradford, O.

not yet settled.

Glen Richey, Pa.
Germany during the next

P. S. Berry, pastorate at

R. D. Bird, study in

year as Fellow in Church History.
Borden, missionary among Mohammedans in China.

Park, Pa.

R. S.

MacKay, pastorate in Western Canada.
McKee, pastorate at Mays Landing, N. J.

H.

Meinders, plans not yet determined.

J.

J.

R. T. Moodie, plans not yet settled.

Arthur

Northwood,

pastorate

of

Chestnut

in

Minnesota

Level Church, Pa.
A. H. Perpetuo, missionary work
for a year.
I.

4

once
3
(With three others planning to go after
a term of work or study at home.)
Further study
4
Plans not yet definitely settled
7
The plans of the several members of the

J.

New
H.

2

Calls accepted to assistances
Calls accepted to

Louderbough, assistancy in First Church,
and in charge of the Hall Memorial Chapel,
Newburgh, N. Y.
A. J. McClung, travel abroad till autumn.
F. P. McConkey, pastorate of Centre Church,
J. J.

from the Seminary, leaves behind it a good
name, many warm friendships with the Faculty and the other classes associated with it
in the Seminary life, and carries with it the
interest and sympathy and good wishes of all

who remain.
The plans for

39

J.

Shafer, plans not known.

G. H.
L.

Shaw, pastorate in Dallas, S. D.
M. Smythe, study in Germany during
the next year as New Testament Fellow,
C.

missionary in Japan.

later

Wm.
H.

Stewart, plans not yet settled.

B. Strock, pastorate in Allentown, N.

A. L. Taxis, pastorate

J.

Havre de Gras, Md.
Cream Ridge and New

in

A. B. Thut, pastorate in
Egypt, N. J.
R. E. Vale, pastorate in Lambertville, N.
H. C. Whitener, missionary in Japan.

J.

There were also associated with this class
John Muyskens, Jr., pastorate in Port Ewen,
N. Y., and C. F. Vale, study of medicine in
preparation

for

foreign

missionary

service.

W. W.

W.

B.

Buyers, missionary

among

the

Nathaniel Rue Foster

moun-

taineers of Kentucky.

W. H.

In the providence of

Carver, pastorate at Matteawan, N. Y.

E. J. Clark, pastorate at Paynesville, Minn.
J. W. Claudy, assistancy in the First Church,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
F. F. Darley, missionary in

T.

South America.

Dickson, pastorate of the Ridge
Presbyterian Church of West Orange.
S.

View

D. R. Edwards, study next session in Princeton as Fellow in Apologetics.

W.

H. I. Evans, pastorate in Gallipolis, Ohio.
N. R. Foster, pastorate of the Cuyler Memorial Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Died, June
17,

1912.

H. Frarey, pastorate

J.

in

Black Duck, Minn.

A. Griffith, pastorate in Indiana.

S.

Nathan,
members, was killed
on June 17th when an automobile in which he
was riding was run down by the engine of a
train on the New Jersey Central R. R. at a
dangerous grade crossing near Somerville, N.
He lived but a few minutes after the acJ.
cident, and his cousin, Mrs. Sam. Zuecher, was
iel

Rue

Foster, one of

instantly killed.

Elsing, pastorate in El Paso, Tex.

H. Gross, pastorate in Covington, Ohio.
S. Hess, pastorate in Nicholson, Pa.
P. H. Huffman, pastorate of West Nottingham
Church, Md.

God death has come

early to the Graduating Class of 1912.

at the

home

The

its

funeral service

on June twenty-first.
Mr. Foster, the son of John Scott and Mary
Mack Foster, was born in Imlaystown on June
He graduated from Lafayette Col13, 1884.
lege in 1909 and from Princeton Seminary,
May S, 1912. Before graduation he had acJ.

Pastor of
and min-

J.

cepted a call as Assistant to the

W.

the Lafayette Ave. Church, Brooklyn,

O M.
.

Jones, for the

summer

Church, Tyrone, Pa.

supplying First

was held

of his mother in Imlaystown, N.

ister of the

Cuyler Memorial Church, which

associated with the Lafayette Ave. Church.

is

He

had been ordained and entered upon his work
only two weeks before his death. The mem-
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bers of the Faculty and his fellow students had

learned to

know and esteem him

as a

man

of

simple and earnest Christian life and purpose.
Their sympathy goes out to his widowed
mother and the other members of his home
The mystery of a life cut off just as
circle.
its

career of service in the Christian ministry

was opening

after long years of preparation

is

We

must leave it in the
hands of the Heavenly Father, and learn for
too

deep for us.

ourselves

its

admonition to faithfulness and

diligence in service.

Alumni Notes
The Rev. George Harkness, ’65, received the
honorary degree of D.D. from Union College,
Schenectady, in June.

The Rev. John

B.

Edmondson,

’67,

was

re-

own

urgent request
and to the great regret of his congregation as
well as of the Presbytery of Newton, from the
pastorate of the Second Church of Belvidere,
N. J., after a useful pastorate of twenty-one
leased last April, at his

years.

The Rev. Robert

Christie, D.D., LL.D., ’71,

professor of Didactic and Polemic Theology
in the Western Theological Seminary, presented his resignation from that chair to the
Board of Directors in May and was released

from its duties. A new chair of Apologetics
was created and he was assigned to it.
The Rev. James Fraser, ’72, received the
honorary degree of D.D., from the New Windsor College in June.

The Rev. Nicholas

F. Stahl, D.D., ’75,

installed pastor, of the

was

Calvary Church, River-

N. J., on May 23, 1912.
-The Rev. John W. Jones, D.D.,

mediately after his graduation from the Seminary became pastor of the church at Gouverneur, N. Y., has just celebrated the twentyfifth anniversary of his most successful pastorate, during which a handsome modern marble church building has taken the place of an
ancient wooden edifice and the membership of
the church has been nearly doubled.
The Rev. George P. Pierson, ’88, missionary

honorary degree of D.D.
from Princeton University at the June Commencement.
The Rev. Denton W. Brannen, D.D., ’92, received his honorary degree from Davidson
College, N. C., and not from the Stillman Institute, as stated in the Bulletin of last Noin Japan, received the

vember.
The Rev. George B. Van Dyke, ’92, for seven
years pastor of the church at Upper Lehigh,
Pa., was installed over the Moosic Church, Pa.,
on May 14, 1912.
The Rev. William T. Stuchell, ’00, recently
resigned the charge of the Second Church of
Rahway, N. J., after a pastorate of nine years,
and will travel abroad and study social condi-

D.D. from

elected chaplain-in-chief of the

was

Grand Army

installed

The Rev. Edward T.

Swiggett, D.D.,

’78,

ow-

ing to attendance upon the General Assembly,

was absent from the meeting of
tery

for the

first

his

Presby-

time since his ordination,

May

was

’02,

1st.

The Rev. Charles
cently

last

its

pastor of the church at Rochester,

Minn., on

installed

L.

pastor

Neibel,

’03,

the

Mt.

of

was reAuburn

Church, Cincinnati, O.
The Rev. Hugh C. McBride, ’06, received
the degree of D.D. from New Windsor College in June.

The Rev. William M.
stalled over the
1912.

9,

of the Republic in May.

degree of
at

commencement.
The Rev. Harry M. Vogelsonger,

ton,

’77,

He received the
New Windsor College

tions for a year.

church

Kieffer,

’09,

at Freehold,

N.

was
J.,

in-

May

His father, the Rev. William T. L.
sermon on the

Kieffer, D.D., ’75, preached the

occasion.

The Rev. David

R. Evans, ’n, has resigned

the Holmanville Church, N.

J.,

in

order to ac-

cept a call to Athens, Pa.

thirty-three years ago.

The Rev.
elected
terial

C. A. R. Janvier, ’84,

president of the

was recently

The Rev. Clarence

G. Reynolds, D.D.,

installed pastor of the

’84,

Madison

Avenue church of Elizabeth, N. J.
The Rev. William A. Waddell, ’86, received
the honorary degree of D.D. from Union ColSchenectady, in June.
The Rev. William F. Skinner,

pendicitis,

June

who

im-

summer home, WarThe operation was pre-

22, at his

wick, East, Bermuda.

ceded by two days of not very severe pain, but
was found fully warranted by the situation.

The news

of his condition

orable and every hope

lege,

’87,

Illness

Dr. Patton underwent an operation for ap-

Association of Philadelphia.

was recently

Dr. Patton’s

Presbyterian Minis-

his

speedy recovery.

is

is

increasingly fav-

now

entertained for
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